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Sediment density flowSubaqueous sediment density flows are one of the volumetricallymost important processes formoving sediment
across our planet, and form the largest sediment accumulations on Earth (submarine fans). They are also arguably
the most sparely monitored major sediment transport processes on our planet. Significant advances have been
made in documenting their timing and triggers, especially within submarine canyons and delta-fronts, and fresh-
water lakes and reservoirs, but the sediment concentration offlows that run out beyond the continental slope has
never beenmeasured directly. This limited amount of monitoring data contrasts sharply with other major types
of sediment flow, such as river systems, and ensure that understanding submarine sediment density flows
remains a major challenge for Earth science. The available monitoring data define a series of flow types whose
character and deposits differ significantly. Large (N100 km3) failures on the continental slope can generate
fast-moving (up to 19 m/s) flows that reach the deep ocean, and deposit thick layers of sand across submarine
fans. Even small volume (0.008 km3) canyon head failures can sometimes generate channelised flows that travel
at N5 m/s for several hundred kilometres. A single event off SE Taiwan shows that river floods can generate
powerful flows that reach the deep ocean, in this case triggered by failure of recently deposited sediment in
the canyon head. Direct monitoring evidence of powerful oceanic flows produced by plunging hyperpycnal
flood water is lacking, although this process has produced shorter and weaker oceanic flows. Numerous flows
can occur each year on river-fed delta fronts, where they can generate up-slope migrating crescentic bedforms.
These flows tend to occur during the flood season, but are not necessarily associated with individual flood
discharge peaks, suggesting that they are often triggered by delta-front slope failures. Powerful flows occur sev-
eral times each year in canyons fed by sand from the shelf, associated with strong wave action. These flows can
also generate up-slope migrating crescentic bedforms that most likely originate due to retrogressive breaching
associated with a dense near-bed layer of sediment. Expanded dilute flows that are supercritical and fully turbu-
lent are also triggered by wave action in canyons. Sediment density flows in lakes and reservoirs generated by
plunging river flood water have been monitored in much greater detail. They are typically very dilute
(b0.01 vol.% sediment) and travel at b50 cm/s, and are prone to generating interflows within the density strat-
ified freshwater. A key objective for future work is to develop measurement techniques for seeing through over-
lying dilute clouds of sediment, to determine whether dense near-bed layers are present. There is also a need to
combine monitoring of flows with detailed analyses of flow deposits, in order to understand how flows are
recorded in the rock record. Finally, a source-to-sink approach is needed because the character of submarine
flows can change significantly along their flow path.
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Underwaterflows of sediment, driven by the excess density provided
by their sediment load, are one of themost important process formoving
sediment across our planet. They dominate sediment transport in many
parts of the deep oceans, freshwater lakes, and reservoirs. We need to
understand these flows, if we are to understand how sediment is being
redistributed on Earth.
Submarineflowsproduce themost extensive sediment accumulations
on our planet, called submarine fans. The Bengal submarine fan, for
instance, extends for 2000 km from the mouth of the Ganges and
Brahmaputra Rivers to beyond the southern tip of the Indian subconti-
nent. The scale of individual submarine flows can also be exceptionally
large. A single flow can transport over 100 km3 of sediment, or more
than ten times the combined annual sediment load from all of theworld's
rivers (Talling et al., 2007a). They include the longest run-out sediment
density flows yet documented on Earth, and sometimes travel for several
thousand kilometres (Talling et al., 2007a). Such long run out can be
achieved whilst travelling across extremely low sea floor gradients of
less than 0.1°, and sometimes b0.05°. Flow speeds can exceed 19 m/s,
and be sustained at 3 to 10 m/s on gradients of just 0.2° to 0.3° (Piper
et al., 1988). Submarine sediment density flows often build extensive
channels (Weber et al., 1997), but in some cases prodigious run out dis-
tances are achieved without channel-confinement, by flows that were
200 to 300 km wide (Fig. 1; Piper et al., 1988; Talling et al., 2007a). For
comparison, the Amazon River is ~10 km wide as it reaches the sea.
The deposits of ancient submarine flows form thick sequences in the
rock record (Talling et al., 2012a), which now hold many of our largest
subsurface oil and gas reserves (Nielsen et al., 2007). Predicting the
location, shape and extent of these deposits is important for effectively
recovering these reserves. Active flows are a hazard to sea floor infra-
structure and communication cables (Barley, 1999; Hsu et al., 2008).
This includes infrastructure used to recover the offshore oil and gas re-
serves, which can cost several tens to hundreds of millions of dollars.
Fast moving flows can damage sea floor telecommunication cables
that carry more than 95% of transoceanic information, including the in-
ternet and financial markets (Carter et al., 2009). These flows therefore
have significant economic and strategic importance.
Submarine density flow deposits may contain large volumes of
terrestrial and marine organic carbon, and play a role in modulating
rates of organic carbon burial in the deep ocean and therefore potentially
pCO2 levels in the atmosphere (Galy et al., 2007). Flows generated by
large underwater landslides record the frequency and emplacement
dynamics of these landslides, which are key parameters for predicting
the magnitude of risk from associated tsunamis. Flow deposits may pro-
vide a detailed record of major earthquakes, which extends further back
in time than most records on land (Goldfinger et al., 2007; Atwater and
Griggs, 2012), of the way in which submarine landslides are emplaced
which has important implications for tsunami-genesis (Wynn and
Masson, 2003; Hunt et al., 2011), and of mega-floods associated with
glacial melting that are inferred to have caused abrupt global climatic
change (Piper and Normark, 2009). Obtaining a clearer understanding
of submarine flow processes is of both scientific interest and societal
relevance.
Turbidity currents were first documented in lakes by François-
Alphonse Forel, who studied the Rhone Delta in Lake Geneva (Forel,
1885, 1895). He proposed that a prominent channel on the lake floor
was formed by sediment deposition from underwater flows generated
by sinking river water (Forel, 1895; and see Girardclos et al., 2012).
The relative importance of hyperpycnal river discharge, or other process-
es such as delta-front slope failure, for triggering turbidity currents re-
mains a key question for this contribution. Sediment density flows play
an important role in the dispersal of sediment within freshwater lakes
(Lambert and Hsu, 1979; Gilbert et al., 2006; Crookshanks and Gilbert,
2008), and lacustrine turbidites can form hydrocarbon reservoirs (Feng
et al., 2010). These flows can also play an important part in the deliveryof organic matter and nutrients within lakes (De Cesare et al., 2006).
Lakes are often strongly thermally stratified, so that dilute sediment den-
sity flows form interflows within the lake, as well as along the lake floor
and lake surface (Pharo and Carmack, 1979; Fernandez and Imberger,
2008; Marti et al., 2011). These flows may contribute to mixing within
the lake, or larger scale circulation (De Cesare et al., 2006). Turbidity cur-
rentswithin lakes can provide a record of changes inflood frequency and
magnitude, and hence climatic change (Lambert and Hsu, 1979; Gilbert
et al., 2006). They can also provide a record of major landslides that
can potentially generate hazardous tsunami, especially in lakes whose
shores are densely populated (Girardclos et al., 2007; Kremer et al.,
2012). Lacustrine turbidites can also potentially provide a valuable re-
cord of major earthquakes (Monecke et al., 2004; Strasser et al., 2011).
Turbidity currents can play an important role in themanagement and
initial design of reservoirs (Chikita, 1989, 1990; Fan and Morris, 1992;
Umeda et al., 2000, 2006; De Cesare et al., 2001). Sediment deposition
by turbidity currents affects their storage capacity,which canhave signif-
icant strategic importance in locations affected by rapid siltation, such
as the large reservoirs along the Yellow River in China (Hu et al., 2012;
Wei et al., 2013). Turbidity current deposition can also impair navigation
and block intake structures, whilst flushing of sediment can impact
locations further downstream (Fan and Morris, 1992; De Cesare et al.,
2001).
Monitoring of turbidity currents is often easier and less expensive to
undertake in lakes and reservoirs than in most oceanic settings. This is
due to the shallowerwater depths in lakes and reservoirs (necessitating
smaller vessels), and the relatively short run-out distances of flows.
Slow moving (typically b0.5 m/s) and dilute (b0.01 vol.%) sediment
flows associated with river floods have therefore been monitored in
considerable detail in lakes and reservoirs. However, a key question
that is addressed here is the extent to which these dilute and slow
flows in freshwater can serve as analogues for oceanic turbidity cur-
rents, especially longer run- or faster moving oceanic turbidity currents.
Submarine sediment density flows can be very difficult to monitor
directly, for several reasons. First, the flows occur in a relatively inacces-
sible location on the sea floor. Submarine flows are therefore expensive
to monitor, especially if they occur in deep water (such that large
research vessels are needed), cover large areas of the sea floor, or multi-
ple deployments of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) are needed to
place and recovermonitoring equipment. Second, flows are relatively in-
frequent in most locations worldwide, and so it is difficult to predict
when a flow might occur. However, as described by this contribution,
there are locations where flows occur frequently over time-scales of sev-
eralmonths to several years. Such frequent flows tend to have short run-
out distances, although there are exceptions (Khripounoff et al., 2003;
Hsu et al., 2008; Vangriesheim et al., 2009; Carter et al., 2012; Cooper
et al., 2013). Third, and perhaps most importantly, submarine flows
have a record of damaging or destroying the instruments or moorings
placed in their path. Finally, it is especially difficult to image within
flows (or layers within flows) that have high sediment concentrations,
although novel sensors are being developed. This ensures that there is
more information from weaker and lower concentration flows.
It is important to compare the amount and quality of direct monitor-
ing observations from different types of submarine and freshwater sedi-
ment density flows, with that from the other major sediment transport
processes on Earth. This allows us to address the fundamental question;
howwell do we understand subaqueous sediment density flows in com-
parison to other transport process? Significant advances have beenmade
in monitoring currents in submarine canyons, over timescales of several
years. This monitoring includes weak flows that infill the canyons, as
well as tidal currents and nepheloid layers (Puig et al., 2003; de Stiger
et al., 2007;Martin et al., 2011). Detailed repeatedmapping andmonitor-
ing of submarine delta-front systems in Canada has produced important
contributions (Prior et al., 1987; Bornhold et al., 1994; Hill, 2012;
Hughes Clarke et al., 2012, in press). Co-ordinated large-scale field exper-
iments have advanced our understanding of cross-shelf dispersal of
Fig. 1.Map summarising the 1929 GrandBanks event that shows the location of numbered cable breaks,flow speeds calculated from cable breaks, epicentre of theMW 7.2 earthquake, and
isopachs of the resulting turbidite from Piper and Aksu (1987) based on the small number of available cores (Fig. 3A).
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wave or tidal action (Sternberg et al., 1996; Ogston et al., 2000;
Traykovski et al., 2000, 2007; Wright et al., 2001; Wright and Friedrichs,
2006; Palanques et al., 2009) or transported off the shelf by dense water
cascades (Canals et al., 2006). However, monitoring observations are yet
to capture the powerful sediment flows that cut and flush sediment be-
yond submarine canyons in any detail. Remarkably, the sediment concen-
tration of submarine turbidity currents that reach beyond the continental
slope has never beenmeasured directly. These are the largest volume tur-
bidity currents,which formmost of the rock record and subsurfacehydro-
carbon reservoirs.
Observations from monitoring are of two types; information on the
timing (andhence by inference triggers) of theflow, and information on
their internal character (such as velocity, sediment concentration and
thickness) and how it evolves along the flow path. It is generally easier
to document the timing and triggers of flows, than it is to document
their internal character. This difference in the quality of information
on flow triggers and flow character is apparent throughout this review.
It is the reason that flows are subdivided primarily according to their
triggers.
Our understanding of turbidity currents is based heavily on the anal-
ysis of their deposits, together with results from small-scale laboratory
experiments or numerical models. It is often very difficult (or impossi-
ble) to infer unambiguously the character of a sediment flow from its
deposit alone, as different processes can form similar deposits (Talling
et al., 2012a). Processes that occur in laboratory flows may differ signif-
icantly from those in full-scale turbidity currents, due to scaling issues
and input conditions. There is a need to understand the basic character
of sediment density flows (such as whether they are dilute or dense)
before a numerical model can be formulated that accurately captures
their behaviour. Themonitoring data summarised here is therefore par-
ticularly valuable, as the observations come directly from the full-scale
flows in action. Further direct monitoring of active flows is arguably
the most obvious way of achieving step changes in our understanding
of turbidity currents. It is hoped that this contribution will encourage
a wide range of direct monitoring studies in the future.
2. Aims
The initial aim is to summarise direct monitoring observations from
key field studies for submarine sediment density flows (Section 4;
Table 1) and flows in freshwater lakes and reservoirs (Section 5;
Table 2). This synthesis of direct monitoring observations is timely be-
cause it is over 35 years since the last review (Inman et al., 1976).
The second aim is to use these field data to define a series of gener-
alised and simplified models for different types of sediment density
flow. This classification subdivides flows initially according to how
they are triggered, and then according to their setting (freshwater or
marine; canyon or open slope) and relative power or run-out distance.
This classification aims to capture and convey the considerable variabil-
ity seen in subaqueous sediment density flow character.
The third aim is to use parameters that have been measured, firstly
within lakes and reservoirs and thenwithin submarineflows, to quantita-
tively analyse flow character and behaviour. This section starts with a re-
view of the types of measurements that are available, as this determines
which types of quantitative analyses are possible. The section concludes
by assessingwhether sediment density flows either tend to erode and ac-
celerate (ignite), or deposit and decelerate (dissipate; Parker, 1982).
The fourth aim is to compare briefly the amount and quality of infor-
mation available for different types of sediment density flow, and other
major sediment transport processes on earth. This section assesses
whether long run-out submarine sediment density flows are the most
sparsely monitored major sediment transport process on our planet.
The final aim is to outline effective future strategies for monitoring
sediment density flows, and highlight the key technological or scientific
issues that still need to be addressed.3. Terminology
Here we follow the terminology of Talling et al. (2012a). The term
sediment density flow is used to denote an overall flow event driven by
the excess density of the sediment that it contains. A single sediment
density flow can comprise several different flow types, including turbid-
ity current and debris flow. Transformation may occur between these
different flow types as the sediment density flow evolves. Turbidity
currents are fully turbulent and sediment is supported primarily by
fluid turbulence, although turbulence may be damped within near-
bed layers that characterise high density turbidity currents. Turbidity
currents form deposits (turbidites) in an incremental layer-by-layer
fashion, with segregation of larger and smaller grains. Debris flows are
typically laminar or weakly turbulent, and sediment support is mainly
through mechanisms other than turbulence (such as cohesive matrix
strength or grain-to-grain interactions). Deposition (of debrites) occurs
primarily through en-masse consolidation, during which there is little
or no size segregation.
This contribution is concerned with density flows driven primarily
by excess sediment density, rather than by differences in water density
due to temperature or salinity. Only a short section is included on recent
advances in understanding of thermohaline density flows, in which dif-
ferences in water density (rather the excess density of the sediment
load) drive the flow. Density flows in which sediment suspension is
primarily due to wave or tidal resuspension are also not considered in
detail, although there have been major advances in understanding of
such wave- or tide-modified flows in recent years (Sternberg et al.,
1996; Ogston et al., 2000; Traykovski et al., 2000, 2007; Wright et al.,
2001; Wright and Friedrichs, 2006). Sediment transport by tidal
flows within canyons (e.g. Xu and Noble, 2009; Xu, 2011), or nepheloid
layers (e.g. de Stiger et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010) are also excluded from
this review. There are very few, if any, directmonitoring observations of
large-scale subaqueous slumps and slides in action, although this contri-
bution describes repeated bathymetric surveys that document small
delta-front failures. Repeat bathymetric surveys have provided recent
insights into subaqueous sediment density flows generated by volcanic
eruptions (e.g. Trofimovs et al., 2006, 2008; Le Friant et al., 2009, 2010).
However, this review only considers direct monitoring of underwater
density flows triggered by non-volcanic processes.
4. Monitoring data from the oceans
Submarine flows triggered by slope failure are described initially,
starting with failures associated with major earthquakes, followed by
failures unrelated to earthquakes. Canyon confined flows associated
with periods of strongwave action are then described,which are not as-
sociatedwith river flood events. A final section outlinesmonitoring data
from systems fed by rivers, which comprise delta-fronts or canyons
linked directly to river mouths. These flows can be triggered by delta
front slope failure or by plunging of river flood water.
4.1. Flows triggered by slope-failure associated with earthquakes
These flows resulted from slope failure, apparently triggered by
earthquakes, and the flows were typically relatively fast moving. The
first three events are long run-out events that reached beyond the
continental slope.
4.1.1. Grand Banks, offshore Newfoundland, 1929
An event that broke a series of sea floor cables in 1929 offshore from
the Grand Banks has played a seminal role in our understanding of
submarine sediment density flows (Fig. 1). This powerful and long
run out flow was triggered by a relatively large MW 7.2 earthquake
that caused partial or almost complete failure across an ~250 km long
extent of continental slope (Fig. 2; Piper et al., 1985, 1988, 1999;
Mosher and Piper, 2007). The slope failures were relatively shallow (5
Table 1
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most likely retrogressive (Fig. 2; Piper et al., 1999; Mosher and Piper,
2007). The sediment that initially failed was rapidly deposited proglacial
mud and the failure retrogressed until it reached stronger glacial till. This
slope failure produced a tsunami wave with run-up heights of 8.5 m
along the coastline of the neighbouring Burin Peninsula, and which trav-
elled across the Atlantic Ocean to be recorded in the Azores and Portugal.
The earthquake and tsunami resulted in 28 fatalities (Mosher and Piper,
2007).
The widespread slope failures extended from water depths of N500
to 3500 m, and caused 12 cable breaks at the same time as the earth-
quake (Figs. 1 and 2). A series of 11 cable breaks then occurred that
were located in progressively deeper water depths. The first two breaks
(nos. 1 and 2; Fig. 1) occurred 59 min after the earthquake. Uncer-
tainties in where the flow originated that caused cable breaks 1 and 2
exclude them from the flow velocity calculations. Two fan-valleys
extend down from the initial area of slope failures, and cable break 11
occurred in the Western Valley 183 min after the earthquake. The
time at which this same cable broke at a second location in the Eastern
Valley (cable break 10; Fig. 1) is not well constrained, as cable break 11
could either have occurred at the same time or after cable break 10. A
velocity of 19.1 m/s can be calculated using the straight line distance
between cable breaks 2 and 11, and a velocity of ~20 m/s results from
assuming flow along the sinuous thalweg of the Western Valley.
Perhaps themost remarkable aspect of this fast velocity is that it occurs
on an average sea floor of just 0.3°. This flowmay have gained much of
its momentum on steeper gradients further upslope, such that its speed
is not in equilibriumwith local gradient. Other types of particulate den-
sity currents (e.g. pyroclastic flows, surges, snow avalanches and debris
flows; Levine and Kieffer, 1991; McClung and Shaerer, 2006; Iverson,
1997) can reach this velocity but no other type of flow reaches this
velocity on such a low gradient. The next cable breaks recorded
flow velocities that declined from 8.2 m/s to 3 m/s of gradients of
~0.15° to ~0.05°. The extent of damaged cable indicates that powerful
flow was 200 to 300 km wide on the lower fan (Fig. 1), although flow
may not have been continuous across this distance. Heezen and Ewing
(1952) and Heezen et al. (1954) reported that cables were buried by
sediment over a wider area and that the full width of flow was
therefore even wider, and this is consistent with sediment cores
(Fig. 3). This flow width greatly exceeds that of most other types of
fast moving density current, with the only exception potentially being
pyroclastic surges from caldera-forming eruptions (Freundt et al.,
2000).
Mapping of the sea floor and sediment coring further constrains the
character of the 1929 event. The initialflow travelled down theWestern
and Eastern fan-valleys that have several hundred metres of relief.
Identification from side scan sonar images and submersible dives of
trim lines (the maximum height of significant erosion above the sea
floor) along the margins of these valleys allowed Hughes Clarke
(1988) to estimate that flow thicknesses ranged from 160 m to
270 m. Side scan images of the floor of the Eastern Valley show that it
comprises a field of gravel waves with heights up to 5 m and wave-
lengths of 50 to 100 m. These gravel waves extend from waters depths
of ~1600 m down to ~4500 m. These gravel waves may have been
reworked during the 1929 event, but the gravel bed itself was deposited
originally deposited ~19 ka BP during previous periods of glacialoutwash flooding (Piper et al., 2007). Channel thalwegs have been cut
through this gravel bed (Hughes Clarke et al., 1990) indicating turbulent
erosion during the 1929 event. Mega-scours that include a spectacular
100 m deep and 1 km long flute-like feature occur on the floor of the
Eastern Valley andmay have a Pleistocene origin, butwere further erod-
ed by the 1929 flow (Shor et al., 1990; Piper et al., 2007). The gravel
waves are progressively overlain in the lower part of the fan-valleys
by ribbons and sheets of coarse sand. At the mouth of the fan-valleys
in water depths of ~5000 m there is a transition to macrodunes that
are b5 m high and up to 300 m in length and composed of sand. An ex-
tensive debris flow deposit has beenmapped just below the sea floor on
the levee near the end of the Western Valley (Fig. 3; Hughes Clarke,
1988), but whether this deposit was emplaced in 1929 is unclear.
A series of relatively shallow (b20 m deep) channels continue
beyond the termination of the main fan valleys (Fig. 3; Hughes Clarke,
1988). The 1929 flow then ran out across the Sohm Abyssal Plain. The
deposit from the 1929 event on the Sohm Abyssal Plain is poorly
constrained as there are just 16 cores available across an area of
~600 × 400 km (Fig. 3). None of these cores recovered a mud cap for
the 1929 turbidite, and in many cases the deposit differs significantly
from the well known Bouma (1962) sequence (Fig. 3). At least eleven
other attempts to core the 1929 deposit have been unsuccessful
(Fig. 3). The failure to recover sediment here suggests that these areas
are underlain by sand, which is difficult to core. The total volume of
the 1929 deposit has been estimated to be N175 km3 (Piper and Aksu,
1987) but there are large uncertainties on this estimate (Fig. 3). A sedi-
ment budget suggests that at least 80% of sand deposited by the flow
was eroded from the Eastern and Western valley floors (Piper and
Aksu, 1987; Hughes Clarke et al., 1990; Piper et al., 2007). The sediment
that initially failed was primarily pro-glacial mud. Piper and Aksu
(1987) noted that the fate of a substantial amount of mud that is unac-
counted for in their budget. This missingmud wasmost likely advected
along the continental rise by the western boundary undercurrent or
deposited over low hills at the edge of the abyssal plain.
4.1.2. Offshore Taiwan, Pingtung earthquakes, 2006
Submarine cable breaks have recorded flow events originating
from near the Gaoping Canyon offshore Taiwan (Fig. 5). An event was
triggered by the two near-simultaneous Pingtung earthquakes of mag-
nitude 7.0 that occurred in December 2006 (Hsu et al., 2008). Cable
breaks 3 and 4 (Fig. 5) record an initial flow (turbidity current 1) trav-
elling at ~20 m/s on a gradient of 1.0°. The next cable breaks 4 and 5
are separated by ~30 km and only 4 min. The extreme flow speeds
needed for the same flow to have broken cable 5 suggest that a second
flow was initiated by other slope failures (Hsu et al., 2008). The distal
cable breaks record a flow that travelled at 3.7 m/s on a slope of ~0.2°,
and then ~5.7 m/s on a slope of 0.24° (Fig. 5). The cable breaks record
a flow that ran out for over 300 km to water depths of 4000 m, and
the full run-out distance may have been significantly greater (Fig. 5).
Four cables that cross the canyon remained unbroken, despite cable
breaks in adjacent locations, and one cable (no. 14) broke at a much
later time (Fig. 5; Hsu et al., 2008). This suggests that flows of up to
5.7 m/s do not necessarily break a cable, and that there can be a signif-
icant delay between the arrival of the flow front and the cable breaking.
This should be borne in mind when using the timing of cable breaks to
infer frontal flow speeds. Flow speeds calculated from individual cable
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Fig. 2. (A) Map showing area of failure of the sea floor due to the 1929 Grand Banks earthquake. (B) Interpretive summary of the proximal part of the 1929 flow nBanks event on the
continental slope and upper fan-valleys. From Piper et al. (1999).
253P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287breaks during this event show irregular down-flow changes from~12 to
~1.5 m/s (Gavey, 2012), which may be related to delays in the cable
breaking after the flow front arrived.4.1.3. Algerian margin, western Mediterranean, 1954, 1980, 2003
The 1954 Orléansville earthquake (MW 6.7) triggered a flow event
on the northern Algeria margin that cut five telephone cables, and the
time of three cable breaks was recorded (Heezen and Ewing, 1955;
Rothé, 1955; Bourcart and Glangeaud, 1956). Bourcart and Glangeaud
(1956) and Heezen and Ewing (1955) inferred that the cables were
cut by motion of a landslide triggered by the earthquake, which
transformed into a turbidity current that ran out across the Balearic
abyssal plain. The calculated flow velocities were 20.5 m/s between
the first two cable breaks and 14.9 m/s between the two more distal
cables. The 1980 El-Asnam earthquake (MW 7.3) in Algeria also
damaged a cable at a water depth of 1470 m (El-Robrini et al., 1985).
Assuming that the damage to the cable was caused by a turbiditycurrent that started at the shelf break, a flow velocity of 10 m/s can be
estimated for this event.
A MW 6.8 earthquake in 2003 with an epicentre near to the city of
Boumerdès caused a series 29 breaks along 5 offshore cables in water
depths of up to 2775 m (Cattaneo et al., 2012). Mapping of the adjacent
continental slope showed widespread evidence for recent failures,
which generated flows that followed multiple flow paths (Cattaneo
et al., 2010, 2012; Nougués et al., 2010). 28 breaks occurred along five
cables beyond the continental slope, whose orientation was almost
parallel to the base of slope. It is not easy to calculate flow speeds
from these numerous breaks, in part due tomultiple flows that followed
separate paths, and because some adjacent lengths of cable did not
break. Flow speeds of between 7.4 and 15.8 m/s were calculated by
Cattaneo et al. (2012) for the first 70 km of the flows, assuming that
the events were triggered at the shelf break at the time of the earth-
quake, and followed the shortest possible path. It is surprising that a
sixth cable located 80 km from the shelf edge did not break, suggesting
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C monitoring site of river-fed flows (Khripounoff et al., 2009)
Fig. 4.Map showing theflowpath of the 1979flowevent triggered by slope failure in shallowwater beyondNice airport. Themap shows the location of two cables broken by the event and
two cables that remained unbroken. After Mulder et al. (1997), Khripounoff et al. (2009, 2009), Mas et al. (2010) and Piper and Savoye (1993).
255P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–2872012). A single piston core located 70 km from the coast comprised ~15
thin silty (1–10 cm) turbidites emplaced in the last N8500 years
(Cattaneo et al., 2012). It is not clear whether a thin turbidite at the
top of the core was emplaced during the 2003 event, as it cannot be
dated with sufficient precision and piston cores can fail to recover sed-
iment immediately below the seafloor. However, the 2003 flow did not
leave a thick deposit at this location.
4.1.4. Tokachi-oki earthquake, offshore Japan, 2003
The magnitude 8 Tokachi-oki earthquake in September 2003 pro-
duced a flow event recorded by acoustic Doppler current profilers
(ADCPs) in a cabled observatory offshore Japan, located on the open con-
tinental slope. This flow reached a speed of ~1.4 m/s, was ~60 m thick,
and lasted for ~5 h (Mikada et al., 2006).
4.1.5. Offshore Sagami Bay, Japan, 1997, 1998, and 2006
Flow speeds of up to 0.3 m/s were recorded by current meters at
the Hatsushima seafloor observatory, together with abrupt changes
in water temperature and salinity, associated with the Izu-toho-oki
earthquake swarms (Ikehara et al., 2012). The flows lasted for 1–3 h.
Sampling of the sea floor suggests that these flows did not deposit
sand near the observatory (Ikehara et al., 2012).
4.1.6. Cariaco Basin, 1997
Measurements of light scattering and increasedflux in sediment traps
defined an event in the Cariaco Basin, most likely triggered by aFig. 3. (A) Map of the distal part of the 1929 Grand Banks event (Fig. 1) showing the terminat
profiler data, and available sediment cores. Locations where coring failed to recover sediment
sorted sand. (B) Piston cores and trigger cores from the 1929 deposit from Piper et al. (2007).
massive ungraded or poorly graded clean sand.
Panel A is after Hughes Clarke (1988).magnitude 6.8 earthquake whose rupture was ~90 km distant
(Thunnell et al., 1999). A zone of increased turbidity was observed that
was up to 300 m thick, albeit with maximum sediment concentrations
of only 0.00005 vol.%. An even more dilute interflow occurred at a
water depth of ~300 m (Thunnell et al., 1999). Settling fluxes into the
trap on the bed reached 4.3 g/m/day, or 0.3 mm/day assuming a density
of 1300 kg/m3 for the deposited material.
4.2. Flows triggered by canyon-head slope-failures unrelated to
earthquakes
The following events were triggered by relatively small volume
slope failures in canyon heads, which were not related to earthquakes
or river floods. The Var Canyon event in 1979 was triggered by rapid
addition of sediment to the canyon head by man, whilst the source for
the Gioia Canyon flow in 1977 is poorly known, but did not coincide
with earthquake or flood (Colantoni et al., 1992).
4.2.1. Var Canyon, Mediterranean, 1979 “Nice Airport” event
A long run-out event in 1979was triggered by a failure of 0.008 km3
of sediment associated with recent construction of an extension to Nice
Airport (Fig. 4; Gennesseaux et al., 1980; Piper and Savoye, 1993;
Mulder et al., 1997; Dan et al., 2007). The event generated a small tsuna-
mi and caused several fatalities. The initial slope failure evolved into a
flow that (at least partly) eroded a 150 to 300 m wide and 25 to 40 m
deep chute. The flow subsequently entered the Var submarine canyon.ion of the Eastern and Western fan valleys, shallow channels seen on 3.5 kHz sub-bottom
are shown by white filled circles, and these area are most likely underlain by clean well-
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Pingtung Earthquake Event in 2006









Fig. 5. (A)Map showing the two epicentres of the twin 2006 Pingtung earthquakes, and the location of submarine cable breaks. A series of 13 cable breaks record flows along the Gaoping
Canyon towards the Manila Trench. (B) Bathymetric profile along the flow path of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake turbidity current(s) from the Gaoping Canyon to the Manila Trench
showing the location of cable breaks 3 to 13. Note that some cables did not break (open circles). (C) Plot showing the time after the earthquakes of the cable breaks and the distance
from the head of Gaoping Canyon. The plot shows two almost-linear segments defining flow speeds of 3.7 and 5.7 m/s. The origin of flow that broke cables 3 and 4 most likely differs
from the origin of the flow that broke cable 5, as a short time period separates cable breaks 4 and 5. Figure is after Hsu et al. (2008).
256 P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287The initial 10 km of the canyon is relatively steep (4° to 14°) and ero-
sional. The canyon is floored by gravel bedforms that extend to water
depths of 1650 m, and there is an erosional trim-line located 30 to
50 m above the canyon floor. Pieces of metal (parts of a bulldozer)
fromNice Airport were found 30 m above the canyon floor. The fan val-
ley located further down-slope has a 50 to 350 m high southern levee, a
floor of patchy sand and gravel, and a low (b50 m) northern levee. The
levees are composed of thin sand beds. A surface sand bed apparently
resulting from the 1979 event is found on the northern levee, but this
deposit is absent on the high southern levee, but is present where
levee elevation is less than 120 m (Piper and Savoye, 1993).
The lower fan-valley terminates in water depths of ~2500 m in the
Ligurian Abyssal Plain (Fig. 4). Two cables broke due to the 1979
event, some 100 and 120 km from the initial slope failure at the
mouth of the canyon (Piper and Savoye, 1993). The timing of these
cable breaks indicates an average frontal speed of 7 m/s over the first
100 km of the flow path where sea floor gradients decrease from ~8°to ~0.14°, and average ~1.4°. Flow velocity averaged ~1.8 m/s over
the following ~30 km on sea floor gradients of 0.14° to 0.11° (Fig. 4;
Piper and Savoye, 1993). Damage to cable 1 extended for ~80 km,
whilst the damaged length of cable 2 was ~30 km (Piper and Savoye,
1993) placing some constraints on flow width. Two cables located
~40 km further downslope remained unbroken (Piper and Savoye,
1993) either because the flow did not reach them, or that the final
stages of the flow were too slow to break them. The first cable broke
several kilometres east of the axis of the canyon, suggesting that flow
front overtopped the low levee crest in this area (Mulder et al., 1997).
The total volume of sand deposited by the 1979 flow is poorly
constrained by the available seismic, sidescan and core data, and it is
difficult to assess the relative importance of sand entrainment along
the flow path, with published estimates differing by an order of magni-
tude (Piper and Savoye, 1993; Mulder et al., 1997). Nevertheless, only
about 15% of the initial failed sediment volume of 0.008 km3 appears
to have been sand (i.e. 0.0012 km3; Dan et al., 2007) and even a
257P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287conservative estimate of deposited sand volume is two orders ofmagni-
tude greater than this.
4.2.2. Gioia Canyon, offshore Calabria, Italy, 1977
Colantoni et al. (1992) described a flow event that occurred on 12
July 1977 inGioia Canyon offshore Calabria, Italy. This flowwas initiated
by a slope failure at the head of the canyon next to the port. The flow
broke a cable at 600 m water depth some 15 km downslope, allowing
a flow speed of 4.5 m/s to be estimated on a mean slope of ~2.3°.
These flow speeds are consistent with transport of pebbles seen on
the canyon floor. Significant canyon-flank erosion was seen to heights
of ~20 m above the canyon floor.
4.3. Flows associated mainly with strong wave action
The following section outlines flows that are restricted to canyons
that are associated mainly with large wave heights on the sea surface.
Wave action can cause rapid deposition of sediment in the canyon
head, may destabilize slopes by cyclic loading, and in coastal settings
breaking waves can result in seaward flows as rip currents. This section
initially describes flows in canyons that are fed mainly with sand
from the shelf (Monterey, Mugu, Hueneme and Scripps Canyons). This
is followed by flows in canyons fed by cross-shelf gravity currents
containing greater amounts of mud (Eel Canyon). Resuspension of
fine-grained river flood sediment by wave action plays an important
role in the cross-shelf gravity currents that supply this type of system.
The next section describes particularly dilute and slow moving
canyon-confined flows associated with large wave heights (Nazare
Canyon). The final section describes flows on the open continental
slope associated with Hurricane Iwa, offshore Hawaii.
4.3.1. Monterey Canyon, offshore California
Monterey Canyon is one of the largest submarine canyons on the
Pacific Coast of North America, and begins within ~100 m of the shore-
line. A series of studies have shown that sediment transport events occur
with a sub-annual frequency in the mid-to-upper part of Monterey
Canyon in water depths down to 1850 m (Figs. 6 to 9; Xu et al., 2004;
Paull et al., 2010a; Xu et al., 2013).
One study involved intentionally burying three acoustic beacons
encased in 45 kg concrete blocks (‘monuments’) at a water depth of
~300 m water depth and periodically re-measuring their position
(Paull et al., 2010a). During a 26-month period in 2007 and 2008 the
monuments moved 1.0 to 1.7 km down canyon in at least 6 discrete
events. Therewere several informative features in how the three initial-
ly adjacent monuments moved down the canyon. The monument that
was initially at the back of the grouping travelled furthest down canyon
(Fig. 7). Sometimes amonument remained stationary, whilst an initially
closely adjacent monument was carried significant distances down
canyon (Fig. 7). The beacons in the concrete monuments continued to
function, suggesting that the monuments were not vigorously tumbled
as strong impacts wouldmost likely have stopped the beaconsworking.
Other events in both 2001 and 2007–08 moved instrument frames
deployed on the canyon floor up to 550 m down-canyon from their
deployment sites (Paull et al., 2003, 2010a). One frame that weighed
1360 kg moved 170 m down-canyon (Paull et al., 2010a). The frames
and monuments deployed were found buried to depths of ~60 to
~170 cm in sandy sediment.
Whilst these events were sufficiently powerful to move and deform
components of heavy metal frames, these events do not appear to have
long run-out distances, as they are not recorded by monitoring equip-
ment placed at 3450 m water depth (a further ~90 km downslope;
Fig. 6a). The last sand-carrying event to exit the canyon and travel
through the Monterey Fan Channel is believed to have occurred
~100 years ago (Paull et al., 2010b). Thus, sand appears to be accumu-
lating within the upper-to-mid canyon during sub-annual events.The sub-annual events in the upper canyon are commonly associated
with periods of largewaves (Paull et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2004; Paull et al.,
2010a). Flood related sediment discharges from the Salinas and Pajaro
Rivers periodically occur which may generate hyperpycnal flows
(Johnson et al., 2001). However, flooding events with sufficient magni-
tude to produce a hyperpycnal flow have not occurred during the time
when there has been monitoring equipment within Monterey Canyon.
In one instance, an event in the upper canyon was coincident with
strong ground shaking associated with the installation of a new bridge
foundation near the canyon head (Paull et al., 2010a), and an additional
eventmayhave been triggered by the1989 Loma Prieta (MW 7.1) earth-
quake (Garfield et al., 1994). No empirical observations exist for what
triggers the less frequent and larger volume and longer run-out flows
that exit the canyon every ~100 years.
These sub-annual events are associated with the movement of
crescent shaped bedforms on the canyon floor that are up to 2.5 m in
amplitude, and have wavelengths of 20 to 80 m (Fig. 6; Smith et al.,
2005, 2007; Xu et al., 2008; Paull et al., 2010a, 2011). These features
are characteristically concave down-canyon and are asymmetric with
steep (15°) faces in a down-canyon direction, and almost flat gradients
on their up-canyon limb. A master headscarp is sometimes apparent
that forms a local knickpoint below which an individual train of
bedforms becomes progressively less distinct (Paull et al., 2011). Repeat
mapping surveys show that these features are active as the position of
these scarps change significantly between surveys conducted only
months apart (Smith et al., 2005, 2007; Xu et al., 2008; Paull et al.,
2010a). Near the head of the canyon the crescent shaped bedforms
are composed of coarse and clean sand, often with chaotic mud clasts.
However, the bedforms can be traced out to water depths of at least
2200 m, and with increasing water depths contain increasing amounts
of coarse material including angular boulders (Paull et al., 2011). How-
ever, coarse sand does not extend for more than 2–6 m up the side of
the canyon (Paull et al., 2005, 2010a). Thin sand layers occur up to
~10 m above the canyon floor, but there are almost no sand or silt
horizons more than 25 m above the canyon floor (Paull et al., 2005).
This suggests that the crescent shaped bedforms are associated with
flow events that are b~4 to 10 m thick. The bedforms are found from
water depths of 11 m at the very head of the canyon to water depths
of at least 2100 m. Some trains of crescent shaped bedforms lead to
re-entrants in the sides of the canyon (Paull et al., 2011). Areas of sym-
metric bedforms that with the opposite (concave up canyon) sense of
curvature occur in the mid canyon, and may represent compressional
ridges where sediment is accumulating (Paull et al., 2011).
Three hypotheses have been put forward previously to explain the
origin of these crescent shaped features (Smith et al., 2005, 2007; Xu
et al., 2008; Paull et al., 2010a, b; Cartigny et al., 2010; Fig. 8), to which
we add a fourth model. Initially it was presumed that they were sand
waves which migrated with the tidal currents, but this is inconsistent
with the coarse and poorly sorted sediments of which they are com-
posed (Smith et al., 2005, 2007; Xu et al., 2008). The second hypothesis
is that they form by liquefaction and episodic slumping of the coarse
sediment-fill along the thalweg of the canyon, and represent slump
scars formed as the dense liquefied material finally compacted (Paull
et al., 2010a). The third hypothesis is that the features result from
repeated erosion and deposition due to series of hydraulic jumps within
initially supercritical flows (cyclic steps that migrate up-slope; Sun and
Parker, 2005; Taki and Parker, 2005; Cartigny et al., 2010). A fourth
hypothesis can be proposed that combines elements of the second two
hypotheses; that the bedforms are formed by cyclic steps in thin and
dense flows of sand, and that the dense flows of sand are generated
by breaching (Fig. 8; Paull et al., 2011). Experiments have shown how
up-slope migrating cyclic steps can be produced by flows with high
sediment volume concentrations of up to ~40 vol.% (Winterwerp et al.,
1992). Dredging has shown how sustained dense flows of sand can be
generated by breaching, whereby flow starts at a local steeping at the
base of slope, and then ‘eats’ its way back upslope (Mastbergen and
100 m
ROV vibracores
initial position of beacons in
concrete monuments (Fig. 7)
A)
B)




Paull et al., 2003
Xu et al. 2004
10 km
monitoring sites
Fig. 6. (A)Map of the upper part ofMonterey Canyon system showing the location ofmonitoring instruments deployed byXu et al. (2004) and Paull et al. (2003), and the location of part B
and Fig. 7. (B) High resolution bathymetric survey obtained using an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) showing crescent shaped bedforms on the canyon floor, which have wave-
lengths of 20 to 80 m and heights of ~2 m (Paull et al., 2010a). The map also shows the location of precisely-positioned sediment cores collected using a Remote Operate Vehicle (ROV),
and the initial positions of three 45 kg concrete monuments with beacons, whose subsequent movements is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. after Paull et al., 2010a.
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hydraulic jumps (Mastbergen and van den Berg, 2003; their figure 3).
This hypothesis is consistent with field evidence that sand flows were
thin and dense, and that flows appear to originate within the canyon;
it is otherwise difficult to explain why bedforms are already well devel-
oped in water depths of just 11 m (Paull et al., 2010a). Dense (weakly
turbulent or laminar) flow may explain why monuments were not
tumbled, and why some frames remained upright. The dense breaching
flow may retrogress back upslope before stopping to leave a distinct
head scarp. Monuments outside the head scarp may remain stationary,
whilst adjacent monuments are carried downslope in the flow. Such
flows could sometimes originate in scars along the sides of the canyon,
and produce areas of local sediment accumulation and compression
comprising crescent shaped bedforms that are concave down-canyon.
It is as yet unclear how and where breaching could be initiated, asthe canyon axis gradient is on average only 1.8° (Paull et al., 2011),
and breaching appears to need much steeper slopes to be initiated
(Mastbergen and van den Berg, 2003). Breaching might originate on
the steeper (15°) faces of crescent shaped bedforms, or by sand
transport from the shelf that over-steepens local areas near the can-
yon head, with such transport associated with periods of large wave
heights.
Xu et al. (2004) and Xu (2010, 2011)measured vertical velocity pro-
files through relatively dilute flows that occurred in the Monterey Can-
yon in 2002 and 2003. Downward pointing acoustic Doppler current
profilers (ADCPs) at three sites recorded the velocity profiles (Fig. 9).
The ADCP velocity measurements are 5-minute averages made every
hour, and maximum flow velocities may therefore not have been mea-
sured. The maximum recorded velocities in the most powerful event

























200 m 200 m
Fig. 7. (A)Maps of the same area of the upperMonterey Canyon (Fig. 9) showing changes in the location of three concretemonumentswith beacons thatwere placed in an area of crescent
shaped bedforms. Relocation of the threemonuments (carrying beacons9, 11 and16) allowed their episodic sub-annualmotion to bemapped. (B) Photograph showing the 45 kg concrete
monuments containing acoustic beacons (yellow shroud) that were initially buried within the floor of Monterey Canyon. From Paull et al. (2010a).
259P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–28712 m above the sea floor (Fig. 9). The flows lasted for 5 to 8 h, andwere
50 to ~80 m thick. The sea floor gradient was ~1.8° in the area of mea-
surements, and flow was strongly confined by the canyon walls. It took
several days for fine sediment to settle out to background values in the
measurement locations. Subsequently, a later event moved a 1000 kg
anchor at ~0.5 m/s for at least 600 m before the cable parted at a height
of ~70 m above the sea floor.
Sediment concentrations of 0.08 to 0.15 vol.% were measured at a
point ~10 m above the bed in 2002, although saturation of the signal
means that concentrations were sometimes higher for the initial few
hours of flow. Penetration of the ADCP through tens of metres of the
flow shows that sediment concentrations were ≪5 vol.% (Hurtheret al., 2011). Xu et al., 2010 calculated that a depth averaged sediment
volume concentration of 0.04 to 0.06% was needed to obtain the
observed flow speeds and thicknesses, using a Chezy-type equation
(Bowen et al., 1984) that is discussed in Section 7.2.2.2. The velocity
profiles have a similar shape to those of supercritical laboratory flows
(Sequeiros et al., 2010), when scaled by flow thickness and depth aver-
aged speed. This is consistentwith calculations suggesting theflowswere
supercritical (Xu, 2010, 2011; Xu et al., 2013). These diluteflowswere ob-
served to reach their maximum velocity close to the flow front within
b10 min of its arrival.
Whether the type of event analysed by Xu et al. (2004) is the same as
the events that formed the crescent shaped bedforms and moved the
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Fig. 8. (A) Schematic summary of the field observations in the upper Monterey Canyon
made by Paull et al. (2010a,b). Plan view shows crescent shaped bedforms that occur on
the canyon floor, but are absent on terraces 2–6 m above the canyon floor. The average
gradient of the canyon floor is ~1.8°. (B) Hypothesis that crescent shaped bedforms are
produced by slumps or dense liquefied sand flows that are only a few metres thick,
which come to an abrupt halt as excess pore pressure dissipates (from Paull et al.,
2010a). The crescent shaped bedforms are formed by listric faults in the consolidating
sand. (C) Hypothesis that crescent shaped bedforms originate from up-slope migration
of cyclic steps generated by hydraulic jumps in a thin and dense flow of sand. The thin
and dense flows of sand on the canyon floor are only weakly turbulent, and may be over-
lain by a thicker, fully turbulent and dilute turbidity current. Partly after Fig. 5 of Cartigny
et al. (2010) and Fig. 3 of Van den Berg and Mastbergen (2003).
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recorded by Xu et al. (2004, 2013) would be insufficient to move the
coarsest sediment (including boulder sized intraclasts and pebbles)
found on the canyon floor. It is possible that the dilute and relatively
thick supercritical flows documented by Xu et al. (2004) occur above a
layer of dense fluidized coarse sediment of the type inferred by Paull
et al. (2010a). However, the shape of their velocity profile suggests
that they were not driven by fast motion of an underlying dense near-
bed layer in these measurement locations, as velocities decline sharply
towards the bed. Such an overlying dilute flow may be responsible for
the thinner and finer sand layers seen by Paull et al. (2010a) at heights
of up to ~10 m above the canyon floor.4.3.2. Scripps and La Jolla Canyons, offshore California
Scripps Canyon is a tributary of La Jolla Canyon, and both canyons
have heads that are near the shoreline. These canyons are fed by clean
sand moving within the long-shore transport cell through wave action.
The processes that then move sand downslope within the heads of
these canyons have been studied in considerable detail (Dill, 1964;
Shepard and Dill, 1966; Dill, 1967, 1969; Shepard et al., 1969, 1977;
Inman et al., 1976; Marshall, 1978; Paull et al., 2012).
As was the case for Monterey Canyon, these events can be powerful,
occur with sub-annual frequency, and typically coincide with large
wave heights. They also do not run-out for very long distances and did
not exit the lower canyon (Shepard et al., 1969; Piper, 1970). The events
in La Jolla and Scripps Canyon may be broadly similar to the storm-
triggered events in the upper part of the Monterey Canyon (Paull
et al., 2003, 2010a, 2010b; Xu et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2013) and the
Hueneme and Mugu Canyons (Xu, 2010; Xu et al., 2010). However, atleast one of the events in Scripps Canyon resulted from a slump (with
a volume of 0.0001 km3) located in the side of the canyon near its
head (Marshall, 1978). The uppermost part of Scripps Canyon in partic-
ular has steeper axial gradients (N5°) and headwalls than theMonterey
Canyon, and is in places a relatively narrow slotwith overhangingwalls.
La Jolla Canyon has a shallower gradient of 1°, and also contains crescent
shaped bedforms (Paull et al., 2011).
Inman et al. (1976) summarised monitoring efforts near the head of
the Scripps Canyon in water depths of ~65 m. The events were typically
associated with strong wave action that caused sand to be fed into the
upper canyon. A flow velocity of 1.9 m/s was recorded remotely in
one instance, before the instruments were lost. Observations by divers
after these events showed that almost all sand was lost from the
upper canyon head, indicating that sand had flowed or slumped further
down canyon. These flow events were powerful enough to bend a
2.5 cm thick steel rod that was bolted into bedrock at the side of the
canyon (Inman et al., 1976). The divers reported that the sand some-
times remained partly liquefied (such that it could be penetrated by
their arm) for up to 6 months after such an evacuation (Dill, 1964;
Shepard and Dill, 1966). Bedrock exposed by the sand flows could
have a polished appearance. Shepard et al. (1977) described three
events at water depths of ~200 m in La Jolla Canyon in 1972. Current
meters recorded flow speeds (5 minute averages) of up to 50 cm/s
before the equipment was moved ~500 m down canyon, and submers-
ible dives subsequently observed a recently cut shallow channel in the
uppermost canyon floor. The canyon-floor deposits were massive
coarse sands that contained mud-clasts and thin sand layers occurred
up to 50–100 m up the sides of the canyon (Shepard and Dill, 1966;
Shepard et al., 1969). The facies are broadly similar to those document-
ed in the axis and sides of the Monterey Canyon (Paull et al., 2010a).
Based on this monitoring, it was proposed that transport of sand
occurred in dense and thin flows, rather than expanded and dilute tur-
bidity currents (Shepard and Dill, 1966). This sand transport occurred
by slow creep of sand (as shown by stakes that became tilted) or
avalanching of individual sand grains on steep gradients of 20° to 30°,
and episodic evacuation of sand through slumps and dense ‘rivers of
sand’ capable of carrying blocks (Shepard and Dill, 1966). Cores on
the fan below suggest that long run out events that spilled out of the
shallow fan valley are much less frequent (Shepard et al., 1969; Piper,
1970).
Paull et al. (2012) recently mapped the La Jolla canyon floor in very
high resolution from water depths of 280 to 725 m using an AUV
(Fig. 10). Crescentic bedforms are common, and resemble those seen
Monterey Canyon (Paull et al., 2010a). These bedforms are 1–2 m
high, have spacings of 20 to 100 m, and angles of ~15° on their steeper
down-slope side. The average gradient of canyon floor is remarkably
uniform at 1°. The crescentic bedforms characteristically extend down
from a master headscarp that defines their up-canyon termination
(Fig. 10a, b). This master-scarp morphology suggests that the bedforms
are formed by slumping of a liquefied layer near-bed sediment, most
likely by a breaching process that migrates up-slope. This hypothesis
is consistent with visual observations of the canyon floor made during
the collection of sediment cores using a ROV-mounted vibracorer
(Paull et al., 2012). A thin (~2 cm) layer of cohesive mud on the sea
floor cracked apart, and the underlying sand flowed for a short distance
downslope (Fig. 10c; Paull et al., 2012; see their supplementarymaterial
for video footage). This behaviour suggests that the sand was partially
or fully liquefied, most likely due to collapse of an initial loosely-
packed structure. Movement of the sand occurred within ~2 m of the
vibrating corer (Fig. 10). This type of behaviour has only been seen
when ROV-vibracoring in areas of crescentic bedforms, suggesting
that it is associated with development of these bedforms. It has been
proposed that dense liquefiedflows of sandwould not bemobile ongra-
dients of less than ~5° (Lowe, 1976, 1982). It appears that liquefaction of
canyon-floor sand can occur on average gradients of ~1°. The bedforms
that then develop have gradients of ~15° on the down-slope facing
Fig. 9. (A and B) Very high resolution bathymetric surveys of the La Jolla Canyon using anAUV (from Paull et al., 2012). The track of a ROVdive, and location of ROV vibracores (red dots), is
shown in panel (A). CSB denotes ‘crescentic shaped bedform’, AS denotes ‘arcuate scarp’, DCFS denotes ‘distinctive canyon floor arcuate scarp’, DT and T denote terraces. (C) Still image
from video footage taken from an ROV whilst vibracoring near crescentic shaped bedforms in La Jolla Canyon. It shows an upper layer of cohesive mud that has cracked, and underlying
sand that is flowing. The image is from a location with an average gradient of ~1°. See the supplementary material of Paull et al. (2012) for the entire video clip.
Fig. 10. Current meter data from three moorings in the upper Monterey Canyon (locations of R1, R2 and R3 moorings are shown in Fig. 6A) during two turbidity current events in 2002.
(A, B and C) Hourly vertical velocity profiles of an initial turbidity current event (event 1). (D, E, F) Hourly vertical velocity profiles of a subsequent turbidity current event (event 2). The
profiles are colour-coded in the following order (from beginning to end of an event): black, red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and purple. The deepest data point in each profile may not be
accurate because of acoustic interference from the canyon floor. Velocities are interpolated to a common, hourly time-base. Notice the different velocity scales for the two events.
Figure from Xu et al. (2004).
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262 P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287scarp, which may favour continued up-slope-migrating retrogressive
breaching.
4.3.3. Hueneme and Mugu Canyons, offshore California
Xu et al. (2010) and Xu (2010) reported vertical velocity profiles for
events in 2007 and 2008 in Hueneme Canyon and Mugu Canyon that
are located to the north of the SantaMonica Basin. Thesemeasurements
were made in 188 m and 179 m water depth near the head of these
canyons, where the sea floor gradient is 2°. The events appear to be
associated with storm-wave reworking of shelf sediment rather than
river flooding (Xu et al., 2010).
These events must have been relatively dilute (≪5 vol.% sediment)
to allow measurement with downward pointing ADCPs. A depth aver-
aged sediment concentration of 0.33 vol.% was calculated using a
Chezy-type equation (Xu et al., 2010). The velocity profiles defined
flows that were 15 to 25 m thick, with maximum velocities of up to
2.8 m/s at ~4 m above the sea floor. Flows typically lasted for ~1 h, but
the turbid plume that they created could persist for up to 10 h. Velocity
time series showed that the maximum velocities sometimes occurred
within a few minutes of the head arriving, after which the velocity
decayed rapidly. However, in one case fast (N1 m/s) flow was sustained
for ~2 h, with multiple peaks in velocity. The shape of the velocity pro-
files suggests supercritical flow (Xu, 2010, 2011), consistent with esti-
mates of the Froude number based on flow thickness, density and
velocity. An abrupt decline in flow velocity near the bed (Xu, 2011), sug-
gests that these dilute flows were not being driven by faster moving
dense near bed layers of sediment. Mugu Canyon also contains well de-
veloped crescent shaped bedforms of the type seen inMonterey Canyon.
4.3.4. Eel Canyon, offshore California
Seminal field data collected from the Eel continental margin, and
other locations worldwide, have shown how resuspension of sediment
by wave-action or tidal currents can play an important role in sediment
transport across continental shelves (e.g. Sternberg et al., 1996; Ogston
et al., 2000; Traykovski et al., 2000, 2007; Wright et al., 2001; Wright
and Friedrichs, 2006). Storms that generate river flood discharge can
also produce strong wave action on the shelf, especially when the
river has a small drainage basin located adjacent to the coastline. Mon-
itoring data from the continental shelf offshore from the Eel River
showed how relatively thin (b~20 cm) layers of fluidmudwere formed
due to wave action, whichmoved at speeds of a few tens of cm/s. These
fluid mud layers had sediment volume concentrations of ~0.4% to ~3%,
and produced muddy deposits were up to 15 cm thick on the mid to
outer shelf (Wheatcroft and Borgeld, 2000). Sediment budgets indicate
that a substantial fraction (up to 60%) of the sediment transported
across the shelf eventually flows off the shelf (Sommerfield and
Nittrouer, 1999; Puig et al., 2003).
Monitoring in the uppermost part of Eel Canyon recorded very dilute
(up to 0.004 vol.% sediment) down-slope directed flows that were
sustained for many hours, with a maximum speed of 78 cm/s (Puig
et al., 2003). These down-canyon flows were associated with large
wave heights generated by storms, and did not coincide with floods
of the Eel River, or earthquakes (Puig et al., 2003, 2004). Fluctuations
in down-canyon flow velocity coincided with changes in pressure indi-
cating that the down-canyon directedflows are also influenced bywave
action. Significant cross-shelf transport of fluidmud layers did not occur
at the same time as the down canyon events (Puig et al., 2004). The
down-canyon flows were therefore either due to localised slope failure
due to wave-induced liquefaction (Puig et al., 2004), or sediment
resuspension from the bed by wave action, from a source closer to the
canyon head.
4.3.5. Nazaré Canyon, offshore Portugal
In addition to sediment transport by tidal currents and nepheloid
layers, dilute (0.0004 vol.%) turbidity currents have been observed to
reach water depths of 3300 to 4300 m in Nazaré Canyon (de Stigeret al., 2007; Martin et al., 2011). These down-canyon directed flows
have reached speeds of up to 30–50 cm/s, and can last for several
days. They typically (but not always) coincide with periods of large
wave heights associated with storms. However, the fastest turbidity
currents were not associated with the largest storm wave heights, and
not all periods of large wave heights (N4 m) generated turbidity
currents that reached these locations (de Stiger et al., 2007; Martin
et al., 2011). Earthquakeswithmagnitudes of up to 5.4 failed to generate
turbidity currents at these monitoring sites. These flows sometimes
transported sand and were rich in organic material, producing deposits
that were mm to a few cm thick in the lower canyon. However, sedi-
ment accumulation rates in the upper canyon can reach 2 cm/day
(Arzola et al., 2008; Masson et al., 2010). These relatively dilute and
slow moving flows infill Nazaré Canyon and do not reach the Iberian
Abyssal Plain. Distal cores show that the canyon is flushed by much
more infrequent and powerful flows (Arzola et al., 2008) that are yet
to be monitored.
4.3.6. Hurricane Iwa, offshore Oahu, Hawaii, 1982
A flow event occurred in a broad re-entrant on the open slope off
Hawaii as Hurricane Iwa passed over and generated wave heights of
up to 9 m (Dengler et al., 1984). Episodic movement of moorings,
which weighed 30 kg, occurred over a 4 hour period and resulted in
up to 2.4 km of downslope displacement. Flow speeds of up to 2 m/s
were inferred from moorings. A series of cable breaks indicate that
this flow reached at least 1800 m water depth, but the timing of cable
breaks was not documented with enough precision to estimate flow
speeds (Tsutsui et al., 1987). This flow is inferred to have resulted
from slope failure due to wave loading, although it is unclear whether
offshore-directed flow was associated with set up due to a storm
surge, or whether sediment resuspension by large waves also played a
role in triggering the flow (Dengler et al., 1984).
4.4. Flows in systems associated with rivers
This section describesmarine observations from delta or fan systems
that are fedwith sediment by rivers. This can occur through slope failure
of rapidly deposited sediment, or by direct plunging of hyperpycnal river
floodwater. Evidence for relative importance of these two triggering
processes is outlined here, and discussed further in Section 7.1.3.
4.4.1. Zaire Canyon-channel system, West Africa, 2001, 2004 & 2009–10
Khripounoff et al. (2003) described a flow event in the Zaire deep-
sea channel in March 2001 (Fig. 10). Two sets of instruments were
deployed in their study at ~4000 m water depth; in the channel axis
(gradient 0.17°), and 13 km away on the adjacent levee. The instru-
ments originally placed within the channel axis were subsequently
found floating on the ocean surface after the mooring cable broke
immediately above the sea floor. The current meter located originally
30 m above the channel axis was badly damaged, but the current
meter located 150 m above the channel floor recorded a flow velocity
of 1.21 m/s (Fig. 10). This velocity is a vector average over one hour,
and the maximum velocity may have been significantly higher for a
short periodwithin that hour. Tilting of the currentmeter by the current
also most likely occurred and led to underestimation of maximum
down-channel velocity. The sediment trap located 40 m above the
channel floor was badly damaged and full of sediment rich in terrestrial
organic material. Turbidity meters and sediment traps at the levee site
recorded the event, but there was a significant delay (up to 3 days)
for the flow to reach that location from the channel. This event did not
coincide with flooding of the Zaire River.
Another event occurred along the Zaire submarine channel in
January 2004 (Vangriesheim et al., 2009) after two years of quiescence
(Fig. 10). This event had an average frontal speed of 3.5 m/s on a gradi-
ent of 0.23° for 240 km along the Zaire channel between sites located
in water depths of 3420 m and 4070 m. The flow then moved with an
263P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287average frontal speed of 0.7 m/s across a gradient of ~0.1° for a further
380 km to the termination of the channel, between water depths of
4070 m and 4790 m (Fig. 10). Current meters measured speeds of 0.4
to 0.96 m/s at heights of 60 to 190 m above the channel floor, with
each measurement being an average for one hour. Whether this event
was related to flooding of the Zaire River is unclear because suitable
hydrograph data is unavailable and the event could have originated
due to failures of the canyon walls or rapidly deposited sediment at
the mouth of the canyon (Vangriesheim et al., 2009).
Cooper et al. (2013) documented 11 flows in 2009–10 at 2000m
water depth within the Congo Canyon. These unusually detailed ADCP
time series show that flows were prolonged with durations of up to
6–10 days. This is consistent with the long delay before flow arrived at
the levee station of Khripounoff et al. (2003). Peak flow velocities of
up to 2.5 m/s occurred just 1–3minutes behind the flow front, although
speeds of up to ~1 m/s could be prolonged for several days. Peak






































Fig. 11. (A)Map of the Zaire canyon and submarine fan showing the location of themonitoring s
showingmonitoring sites in the axis of the channel, and ~12 km away on the levee flank. The co
height. (C) Current speeds at the channel site for moorings located 40 and 150 m above the cha
floor in the channel. Figure from Khripounoff et al. (2003).between 10-to-120m, with a correlation between faster and thicker
flows. The long flow durations may result from a sustained source,
although the low sediment concentration of the Zaire Rivermakes it un-
likely to plunge during sustained floods. An alternative hypothesis is
that long durations result from a faster flow front running away from
a slower moving tail, as the flow travelled > 125 km from the river
mouth.
4.4.2. Typhoon Morakot, Taiwan, 2009
Two submarine density flow events were associated with Typhoon
Morakot that produced 2.7 m of rainfall over 3 days, including some
of the heaviest rainfall ever recorded in a 24 hour period (Fig. 11; Kao
et al., 2010; Carter et al., 2012). This resulted in flooding along the
Gaoping River in SE Taiwan, whose mouth is located less than 1 km
fromGaoping submarine canyon (Fig. 11; Liu et al., 2006). Two offshore
cable breaks occurred shortly after the peak flood discharge on August
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preceding ~48 h of floodwater discharge had not caused any cable
breaks, despite probably having sufficiently high sediment concentra-
tion to plunge (Carter et al., 2012). Alternatively, this event may have
been generated by failure of rapidly deposited sediment in the canyon
head. If these two cables broke at the onset of the submarine flow
(see Section 4.1.3), they recorded a frontal flow velocity of 16.6 m/s
on a gradient of ~1.1° (Carter et al., 2012; Gavey, 2012).
Six other cables broke ~3 days after the peak flood discharge, at a
time when the flood had subsided and floodwater was not plunging
(Carter et al., 2012). The first of these cable breaks was ~150 km off-
shore, and subsequent cable breaks indicate flow speeds of 10.3 m/s
and 7.5 m/s on gradients of 0.4° and 0.2° (Fig. 11). There were no signif-
icant (NMW 2.0) earthquakes throughout this period, so this failure was
not due to earthquake shaking. This flow is interpreted to have been
triggered by failure of rapidly deposited sediment in the canyon head
(Carter et al., 2012). Wave heights of up to 10 mwere recorded nearby
on the 7th to 10th of August. Although failure postdates the strongest
wave action (Hale et al., 2012), it may have led to delayed failure
through cyclic loading. This second flow travelled for over 370 km to
water depths of 4000 m (Carter et al., 2012; Gavey, 2012). As the flow
was still travelling rapidly at the final cable breaks, it most likely trav-
elled significantly further (Fig. 11).
On the 14th and 15th of August 2009, Kao et al. (2010) documented
an ~250 m thick layer of anomalously warm, low-salinity water at
depths of 3000 to 3700 m in locations ~180 km offshore. The layer
represents an intrusion of coastal and river flood water. It contained
sediment volume concentration of ~0.007, allowing it to be stably strat-
ified. Kao et al. (2010) proposed that this layer of warmer and fresher
water was generated by plunging of hyperpycnal river floodwater,
representing ~8% of the total rainfall during Typhoon Morakot, which
then entrained further warm coastal water. The timing of their mea-
surements means that this layer of water could result either from the
initial hyperpycnal turbidity current on August 9th, or the later most
powerful slump-triggered turbidity current on August 12th and 13th
(Fig. 11).
This dataset is important because it is the first to document directly
that powerful flows associated with river floods can reach the deep
ocean (Carter et al., 2012;Gavey, 2012). However, themost powerful sec-
ond flow was generated by failure of rapidly deposited sediment in the
canyon head, and not directly by plunging of hyperpycnal flood waters.4.4.3. Typhoon Kalmaegi, Taiwan, 2008
Liu et al. (2012) used two adjacent moorings with sediment trap,
current meter, upward looking ADCP, and a series of thermometers to
events in the uppermost part of Gaoping Canyon associated with
flooding of the Gaoping River during Typhoon Kalmaegi in July 2008.
The turbidity current lasted ~14 h and was related directly to plunging
of the flood water. However, a lack of cable breaks further downslope
suggests that this event did not generate a powerful, long run-out tur-
bidity current as seen in 2009. The event waxed and waned, such that
the initial stages were associated with relatively slow flow velocities
that increased to reach a peak velocity of 1.6 m/s after ~4 h, which
was measured 56 m above the bed. An influx of water that was up to
2 °C warmer than surrounding seawater was observed during and
after the peak velocity, by sensors that were N40 m above the bed. A
sediment trap located 42 mabove the bed collected ~10 cmof sediment
during the event. This sedimentwas 40% sand andwas rich in terrestrial
organic carbon. The upper part of the flowmust have been relatively di-
lute to allow an upward pointing ADCP (positioned 30 mabove the bed)
to penetrate the overlying flow. It had an estimated time-averaged sed-
iment concentration of ~0.17 vol.% at a height of 42 m above the bed.
The layer of warmer water within the upper canyon was up to
~150 m thick. This study shows that plunging of river flood water can
generate thick and relatively dilute turbidity currents within theupper parts of submarine canyons, and that these events may transport
large amounts of terrestrial organic carbon and fine sand.
4.4.4. Cable breaks off rivers that discharge directly into a canyon
Submarine cables that extend across Zaire Canyon in water depths
of 500 to 2000 m have been broken repeatedly since 1886, with an
estimated 60 breaks per century (Heezen et al., 1964; Heezen and
Hollister, 1971). The Zaire River enters straight into the head of the
Zaire Canyon without an intervening shelf. Most of the breaks occurred
duringmonths of the year that coincide with higher discharge from the
Zaire River (November to February and April to May; Heezen and
Hollister, 1971 their figure 8.27). This led Heezen et al. (1964) and
Heezen and Hollister (1971) to infer that the flow events that broke
the cables coincidedwith Zaire River floods onmost occasions. Howev-
er, increased wave action across the broad continental shelf that sur-
rounds the upper canyon may also transport sediment into the upper
canyon during these parts of the year.
Cable breaks have been reported off other rivers that discharge
across a narrow shelf or directly into a submarine canyon. Heezen and
Hollister (1971) reported that submarine cables 30 to 90 km from the
Magdalena River mouth were broken 16 times in the 37 years after
1930, and that one of these events in 1935 coincided with collapse of
jetties being built at the river mouth.Most of the cable breaks coincided
with high river discharge, but somewere ascribed to longshore drift and
storm remobilisation of sediment (Romero-Otero et al. 2010). Like the
Zaire River, theMagdalena River discharges directly into a canyon head.
Many small mountainous rivers discharge along the southern shore
of the Gulf of Corinth, building fan deltas directly into deep water
(Iatrou et al., 2007). Numerous cable breaks occurred seaward of these
rivers. Heezen et al. (1966) reported that the rivers carry, during times
of flood, a heavy load of sediment and debris. There have been many
cases when branches, twigs and brushwood of various kinds have
been found wrapped around broken cables. Most of the cable failures
occurred during the relatively wet and stormy winter months of
November, December and January.
4.4.5. Var Canyon, Mediterranean, 2005–2010
In addition to the previously described 1979 Nice Airport event trig-
gered by slope failure, monitoring of the Var Canyon has documented
much slower and shorter run-out events, which are very dilute
(Khripounoff et al., 2009, 2012). A total of six eventswere observed dur-
ing a two year period in 2005–2008, with three further events observed
during a 4 month period in 2008–2009. These studies used sediment
traps (20 m above the sea floor) and current meters (30 m above the
sea floor) at sites ranging from 510 to 2350 m water depth (Fig. 4).
ADCPs at three sites (Khripounoff et al., 2012) provided some of the
few velocity profile time series available for submarine turbidity cur-
rents (cf., Xu et al., 2010; Xu, 2011; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012).
Several of these flows coincided with floods from the Var River, and
these flows were most likely initiated by discharge of hyperpycnal river
floodwater (Khripounoff et al., 2012; Fig. 4). These flood-related events
reached maximum speeds of 0.2 to 0.7 m/s, and lasted for between 8 h
and 2.5 days. Their thickness could reach 130 m, and some comprise a
series of irregular pulses spread over two days (Khripounoff et al.,
2012). Layer averaged concentrations, inferred using an approach
based on the Chezy equation (Section 7.2) were 0.003 vol.%. This dilute
sediment concentration is consistent with the ability of the ADCPs to
penetrate the flow, and sediment fluxes recorded by the sediment
trap were 600 g/m2/day. This flux is equivalent to a deposition rate of
0.3 to 0.5 mm day−1 assuming a deposit density of between 1300 and
1800 kg/m3. The events most likely produced fine-grained deposits
that were only a few mm thick, similar to those described by Mas
et al. (2010). This suggests that plunging of river water during floods
can generate weak, dilute and expanded submarine flows that may
reach the base of the continental slope.
265P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287The timing of at least two of the nine Var Canyon events did not co-
incide with river flooding and were therefore not triggered by river
flood discharge (Khripounoff et al., 2009, 2012). Instead they were in-
ferred to result from failures within the canyon. These flows reached
speeds of up to N0.85 m/s, and their thicknesses ranged from 30 to
100 m. They were also dilute, with depth integrated sediment concen-
trations of ~0.006 vol.% inferred from the Chezy equation. These flows
could also be penetrated by the ADCPs, and sediment accumulation
rates recorded by sediment traps located 20 m above the sea floor
were ~0.15 mm/day (Khripounoff et al., 2012).
4.4.6. Bute Inlet, British Columbia, Canada, 1985–86, 1988–89, and
2008–10
Turbidity currents in Bute Inlet, British Colombia were monitored
using current meters, sediment traps and vane detectors in 1985 to
1986 (Fig. 12; Prior et al., 1987; Zeng et al., 1991; Zeng and Lowe,
1997). Three sites were instrumented in water depths of 270 m (6 km
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Morakot Typhoon Event in 2009
A)
Cable broken by turbidity current 2
C
D
Fig. 12. (A)Map showing the path of submarine flows associatedwith TyphoonMorakot in 2009
breaks are shown by circles and numbers. (B) Bathymetric profile along the flowpath showing
of the Gaoping River during TyphoonMorakot. A single measurement of sediment concentratio
hyperpycnal flow. Cable breaks 1 and 2 are associatedwith peak flood discharge. Cable breaks 3
(D)Wave height recorded offshore SE Taiwan during TyphoonMorakot. The initial flow coincid
had waned. Parts A–C are from Carter et al. (2012). Part D from Hale et al. (2012).channel axis. Current meters were located 4 m above the sea floor and
recorded average velocities over 20 minute periods, togetherwith an in-
stantaneous velocity every 20 min. The sediment traps were suspended
6 to 7.5 m above sea floor, whilst a series of vaneswere located at differ-
ent heights on the moorings. The vane detectors recorded periods of
flow faster than 50 cm/s. Prior et al. (1987) reported that relatively
infrequent longer run out flows occur, together with more frequent
short run-out flows, and that both types of flow can be associated with
flood discharge due to spring snowmelt from the Homathko and South-
gate rivers.
An average frontal flow speed of 3.35 m/s was recorded on a mean
slope of 0.7° between the first two measurement sites (Fig. 12). The
average frontal flow speed decreased to 0.75 m/s on a gradient of
0.58° between the second and third sites. The vanes recorded flow
that was 32–40 m thick at the first site, 27–32 m thick at the second
site, and 7–12 m thick at the third site. Sediment traps showed that
sand was carried 6.5 to 7 m above the sea floor. The trap closest to
source contained coarse sand layers that were up to 47 cm thick, with350300250



































Morakot Typhoon Event in 2009






, from the Gaoping Canyon to theManila Trench offshore SE Taiwan. The locations of cable
the location of numbered cables broken by these flows in 2009. (C) Plot showing discharge
n (circle) recorded a sediment concentration of 60 kg/m3 that would be sufficient to cause
to 8 record a longer run out flow that occurred several days after the peak flood discharge.
es with largewave heights, but the second longer run out flow occurred after wave heights
266 P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287thinner layers of finer sand at the second trap site. The distal trap
included a layer of muddy sand with organic fragments, which was
18 cm thick. These flows ran out for at least 32 km and most likely for
40 to 50 km into the fjord, and were therefore able to transport sand
for several tens of kilometres. Equipment deployed in Bute Inlet
sustained considerable damage during the course of the study, and
instrument packages were found to have moved up to 890 m during
flow events.
A turbidity meter was subsequently deployed in Bute Inlet in
1988–89, at a location just outside the main channel, ~25 km from
the Homothko River Delta (Fig. 12a; Bornhold et al., 1994; Ren et al.,
1996). In order to overspill the channel, these relatively long run out
flows must have been several tens of metres thick. Thirty five turbidity
events were recorded, often with clusters of multiple events occurring
within a few hours of each other. Turbidity currents tended to be asso-
ciated with periods of higher river discharge, such that 80% of the
events occurred when river discharge exceeded ~300 m3/s (Fig. 12C).
However, not all events were associated with individual flood peaks,
and turbidity currents often lagged flood peaks by one or more days
(Fig. 13C; Bornhold et al., 1994).
Repeated swath multibeam mapping of Bute Inlet has documented
significant morphological changes in the main channel during a period
of 2.5 years, between 2008 and 2010. Erosion and deposition caused
changes in elevation of more than 5 m along ~25% of the main channel
(Conway et al., 2012). Crescentic bedforms appear to extend for several
kilometres along the floor of the main channel.
4.4.7. Knight Inlet, British Columbia, Canada, 1991–92
A similar turbiditymeter to that used in Bute Inlet was also deployed
in Knight Inlet for one year, where it recorded 39 turbidity current
events at a location just outside the main channel that was over
10 km from the fjord head delta. These turbidity current events again
tended to occur in clusters, and were generally associated with periods
of elevated river discharge. As was the case in Bute Inlet, the turbidity
currents were often not coeval with individual flood peaks (Bornhold
et al., 1994; Ren et al., 1996). The timing of long (N10–25 km) run-out
events in Bute and Knight Inlets led Bornhold et al. (1994) to propose
that the turbidity currents were primarily triggered by delta front
slope failures rather than plunging of hyperpycnal river flood discharge.
These authors suggested that sediment that had accumulated in mouth
bars was swept by floods onto the steeper delta front. This rapidly
deposited sediment then failed generating the turbidity currents, with
failure sometimes occurring days after the flood that deposited the
sediment on the delta front (Bornhold et al., 1994; Ren et al., 1996).
Repeated multibeam mapping of Knight Inlet showed that erosion and
deposition produced significant (in excess of 5 m) changes in elevation
along ~20% of the resurveyed main channel between 2008 and 2010
(Conway et al., 2012).
4.4.8. Squamish River delta, Canada, 2004–12
Brucker et al. (2007) and Hughes Clarke et al. (2009, 2012) used
unusually detailed repeated bathymetry surveys to document the
evolution of the Squamish River delta. Initial surveys in 1973 and
1990, were followed by 9 surveys between 2004 and 2009, and 93 sur-
veys every 1–3 days in a 10 month period during 2011. The Squamish
River discharges directly onto a steep (5° to 8°) delta front. The lack
of a mouth bar indicates efficient transport into deeper water
(Fig. 13). Three active channels extend for 1 to 2 km to water depths
of ~110 m, with the upper 0.3 km of the northern channel comprises
a series of tributary gullies (Fig. 14; Hughes Clarke et al., 2009, in
press). A lobe of active deposition extends for ~0.7 km beyond each
channel to water depths of ~170 m (Fig. 13). The lobes have a gradient
of ~3°. An upward pointing Doppler current profiler (ADCP) and optical
backscatter probe were places on the distal fringe of the northern lobe,
and took measurements every 30 s. The ADCP was deployed for
80 days, and mounted initially 50 cm above the sea floor, with thefirst ADCP measurement made 2.1 m above the bed. The ADCP profiler
recorded 20 events that ran out across the lobe from the northern chan-
nel (Fig. 14; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012). These flows on the lobe were
typically 5 to 15 m thick, had peak velocities of ~50 cm/s and durations
of one hour.
Most events occurred over the summer period when snow-melts
contribute to high discharges from the Squamish River (Fig. 13;
Hughes Clarke et al., 2012). Some events coincided with individual
peak river discharge events, but many did not (Hughes Clarke et al.,
2012; Fig. 14A). The events could be subdivided into two types
(Hughes Clarke et al., 2012, in press). More powerful events are
triggered by relatively large (b0.00015 km3) failures of the rapidly
prograding, steep (40°) delta lip. Two of these lip-failures coincided
with unusually low tides, whilst three later events coincided with
surges in river discharge (Hughes Clarke et al., 2012, in press). These
events reached lobes at the end of the 2 km long channels on the
delta-front, with the largest failure leading to burial of an ADCPmoored
on the lobe. Lip failures that coincided with pulses in river discharge
may be due to increased rates of lip progradation, or increased shearing
of bed by flood flow. Lip-failure can also be triggered by low tides, per-
haps aided by the expansion of gas in the sediment (Christian et al.,
1997). Sediment deposition almost completely refills the scars within
a year (Hughes Clarke et al., 2009).
The second type of event was less powerful butmuchmore frequent,
with many tens of events each year. It involved motion of crescent
shaped bedforms with concave down-slope crests that are well devel-
oped in all three channels on the delta front (Brucker et al., 2007;
Hughes Clarke et al., 2009, 2012). In some cases, two channels were ac-
tive during the same event. The bedforms begin at the shelf break and
extend down all three channels (Hughes Clarke et al., 2009, 2012), and
migrated upslope in a similar fashion to Monterey Canyon (Paull et al.,
2010a). Upslope migrating bedforms extend across all three lobes,
where they have crests that are less concave (Fig. 13; Hughes Clarke
et al., 2012). Bathymetric changes were often restricted to the base of
these ~5 m deep channels, suggesting that the powerful parts of these
flows were less than 5 m thick (Hughes Clarke et al., 2012).
Some events in this channel failed to reach the ADCP. These events
caused bedforms to migrate for N10 m in the channels, where they
must have been relatively powerful. The lack of a signal at the ADCP
site suggests that they abruptly decelerated over a distance of b500 m.
Themaximum flow speed recorded by the ADCP was 1.5 m/s, but max-
imum speeds were typically ~0.5 m/s during single events (Fig. 14;
Hughes Clarke et al., 2012). The flow events lasted for less than one
hour, although a turbid plume of sediment could then persist for up to
7 h (Fig. 14). The ADCP data show that flows were 10 to 40 m thick by
the time they reached the end of the lobe. Backscatter data from the
swath bathymetry show how dilute surface, interflows, and sea floor
hugging flows were generated in some events (Fig. 14; Hughes Clarke
et al., 2012). These data show that the upper parts of the events were
relatively dilute, which is confirmed by optical backscatter profiles that
record sediment concentrations up to ~0.001 vol.%. Saturation of the op-
tical probe indicates that concentration sometimes exceeded this value
(Fig. 15; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012), but penetration of the EM710
multibeam sonar through the water column, suggests that sediment
concentrations were ≪~5 vol.% (Hurther et al., 2011). The ADCP was
buried for ~20 days, and then exhumed by the flows. However, the
ADCP continued to record data after being exhumed (Hughes Clarke
et al., 2012).
4.4.9. Fraser River delta, Canada, 1994–2012
The Fraser River delta is being formed offshore from the largest river
system draining the Canadian Pacific coast (Fig. 15; Kostaschuk et al.,
1992; Hart et al., 1992, 1998; Hill, 2012). Published direct monitoring
data comprise repeated bathymetric surveys (Hill, 2012). The delta is
fed mainly by fine sand, as a result of dredging discharge and fluvial










































































































































Fig. 13. (A) Map of Bute Inlet in British Columbia, Canada showing the location of monitoring stations and channel or lobe features mapped offshore from the Homathko Delta.
(B) Perspective view of the upper part of Bute inlet (Conway et al., 2012). (C) Bathymetric profile along the inlet showing sea floor gradient and flow speed during events in May
1986. (D) Timing of flow events and changes in the discharge of the Homothko River. Panel B image courtesy of K. Conway. Panel C is from Prior et al. (1987). Panel D is from Bornhold
et al. (1994) their Fig. 3.
267P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287sand is transported efficiently into deeper water. The delta-fan system
comprises a network of tributary channel on the steep (~1.3° to 5° but
N20° locally) delta front, which extend for ~1 km to depths of ~80 m
(Fig. 15). They coalesce into the main channel that extends for a further
4 km to depths of ~200 m and has a gradient of ~1.5°, beyond which a
second intermittent channel is cut into an ~4 km lobe of highbackscatter deposits on gradients of ~1.3° (Fig. 15; Kostaschuk et al.,
1992; Hart et al., 1992, 1998; Hill, 2012).
At least five major (~106 m3) slope failures have occurred, most re-
cently in 1985 at the head of a tributary channel (Hart et al., 1992).
Smaller volume (~105 m3) failures also produced arcuate scarpsmapped






Fig. 14. (A) Bathymetricmap of the three active channels on the Squamish River prodelta,
British Colombia. Yellow star shows the position of Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
(ADCP). (B) Map showing the cumulative bathymetric difference observed between sur-
veys on May 2nd and August 22nd 2011. The maximum thickness of deposition is 8 m,
and the maximum depth of erosion is 12 m. Grey scale shows differences between +1.5
and−1.5 m. Arrow indicates the location of a sediment plug moving down the northern
channel. (C) Map showing the cumulative bathymetric difference observed during a peri-
od of 24 h. The water column imaging associated with the second survey is presented in
Fig. 15b. All parts of the figure are from Hughes Clarke et al. (in press).
268 P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287known whether river water plunges to form hyperpycnal flows, but
surface plumes of hypopycnal discharge can carry sand for up to 1 km
offshore (Kostaschuk et al., 1989). Monitoring data shows that near-
bed sediment concentrations during ebb tides in the river mouth can
sometimes reach 4 vol.% (Kostaschuk et al., 1992).
Crescentic bedforms that are 1–3 mhigh and 30–50 m long arewell
developed in the tributary channels and upper part of themain channel
(Hill, 2012). They are concave down-slope and migrate up-slope, as
seen inMonterey Canyon (Paull et al., 2010a). A zone of sediment accu-
mulation since 1994 extends for 1.5 km from the shelf break (Hill,
2012). The near-exponential thinning of this sediment package
(Fig. 16) suggests that it was deposited by relatively dilute turbidity cur-
rents, perhaps resulting from dredging discharge (Hill, 2012). However,
a series of head scarps at short distance further along the main channel
record local slope failure, perhaps due to liquefaction of fine sandFig. 15. (A) Timing of surveys and corresponding detected seafloor events on the Squamish Prod
2011. Yellow shading is the period of ADCP deployment. (B)Multibeam data showing vertical s
These data were collected at the same time as the difference map in Fig. 14c. (C) Eight hour tim
All parts of the figure are from Hughes Clarke et al. (in press).(Fig. 16). The headscarps migrate up-slope over several months (Hill,
2012).
Levees have developed for a few hundred metres on either side of
themain channel. High backscatter suggests that theymay be relatively
sand rich (Hill, 2012). A core from the levees comprises massive sand
overlain by ~2.5 m of mainly bioturbated mud (Hart et al., 1992). The
channel floor is covered in clean sand that is difficult to core.
The high backscatter area extending for ~4 km from the terminus of
the main channel is probably sand rich (Hill, 2012), although cores are
yet to be recovered. A second well defined channel extends from ~200
to 250 m (Fig. 15; Kostaschuk et al., 1992; Hart et al., 1992, 1998; Hill,
2012). Arcuate scarps at the head of this channel, and a series of scarps
and blocky areas within the channel (Hart et al., 1992; their figures 6
and 8), suggest that it may in part result from local slope failure and
liquefaction.
The up-slope migrating crescentic bedforms and headscarps resem-
ble those seen inMonterey Canyon (Fig. 7). Both systems are fedmainly
by sand, either by reworking of shelf sand by large waves (Monterey
Canyon) or a combination of river discharge and dredging (Fraser
River delta). A similar question can be asked regarding their origin.
Are they due to cyclic steps in supercritical dilute flows, or mainly due
to liquefaction of sandy material on the channel floor? Hart et al.
(1992, 1998) argued for transport through dense (perhaps liquefied)
debris flow, whilst Kostaschuk et al. (1992) inferred transport mainly
via turbidity current. It is possible that liquefaction of sand results in
part from shear by overlying dilute turbidity currents, or that overlying
dilute flows are driven primarily by dense basal slumping of liquefied
sand. The 1994 to recent flows appear to have relatively short run out
distances as they mainly deposited sediment within ~1.5 km from the
shelf break (Hill, 2012). However, longer run out sediment flows must
have occurred previously to cut channels and form the high backscatter
lobe. It appears that the system is filled and flushed by flows of differing
magnitude. Recent installation of the cabled VENUS observatory on the
delta now provide exiting possibilities for monitoring of flows in action
(Lintern and Hill, 2010; Ayranci et al., 2012).
4.4.10. Itirbilung Fjord, Canada
Syvitski and Hein (1991) provided a comprehensive overview of
recent sedimentation in the Itirbilung Fjord. Currents meters at water
depths of ~50 m recorded nine turbidity currents with speeds up to
36 cm/s, each of which lasted for 1–5 h. The occurrence of the turbidity
currents did not correlate with peaks of river discharge, and the turbid-
ity currents appear to have been generated by delta front slope failure
(Syvitski and Hein, 1991).
4.5. Flows due to mine tailings discharge into the ocean
Hay et al. (1982) and Hay (1987a,b) reported on images of turbidity
currents in Rupert Inlet in British Colombia obtained using acoustic
sounders with frequencies of 42.5, 107 and 200 kHz. These submarine
flows resulted from periodic discharge of mine tailings into the fjord,
comprising ~70% mud. The tailings were discharged with a volume
concentration of 10%, at a rate of 0.7 m3 s−1. Measurements made near
the outfall suggest that sediment volume concentrations in resulting
density flows were b0.01%, 3 m above the bed (Hay, 1987a, 1987b).
The acoustic sounder images include those of flow within a promi-
nent channel, and associated overbank flow inmore distal unchannelised
areas (Fig. 17; Hay et al., 1982). Contours of backscatter intensity suggest
that the highest concentrations are close to the outfall (Hay, 1987a). The
flows comprised a denser initial component that lasted ~5 min andwereelta (Fig. 14). Graph illustrates the discharge of the Squamish River at Brackendale, during
ections through thewater column along the thalweg of the Northern and Central channels.
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Fig. 16. (A) Shaded relief image ofmultibeam bathymetry showing detailed morphology of the Fraser River delta, and locations of Panels B, C and Fig. 17. Bathymetric contours are inme-
tres. (B)Detailed differencemapof the 2002–2003 period showing canyonhead erosion in themost southerly tributary of thenorthernbranch and in the southernbranch. Location shown
in part A. (C) Details of the southern branch channel showing changes between 2003 and September 2006. Location is shown in part A. All parts of figure from Hill (2012).
270 P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287b5 m thick. This was followed by a more dilute wake that persisted for
0.5 to 1.5 h, and became gradually thicker. The flows therefore seem to
represent surges, rather than flows with a prolonged and steady body
(Hay et al., 1982; Hay, 1987a, 1987b).
Hay (1987b) reported that sediment concentration was b0.01% at
heights of N4 m from the bed, and the maximum velocities that were
measured were only b6 cm/s. However, whether the instruments
were located within the main channel is not known (Hay et al., 1982).4.6. Flows due to seabed trawling
Palanques et al. (2006) and Puig et al. (2012) monitored density
flows generated by ploughing of the sea floor by fishing trawlers on
the flanks of the Palamos (Fonera) Canyon offshore NE Spain, which
smoothed the seafloor substantially. The density flows had speeds of
up to 38 cm/s and sediment volume concentrations of up to 0.01%
(Table 1; Puig et al., 2012). They contained mainly silt and clay, with
Fig. 17. (A)Down channel bathymetric profiles in the north branchof themain channel off
the Fraser River delta showing wedge-shaped strata geometry. (B) Plot of deposit thick-
ness along the same profile for the periodMay to September 2006. Both parts of the figure
are from Hill (2012).
271P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–2870.5% to 2.5% sand found in traps located 22 m above the bed. These di-
lute flows deposited sediment at a rate of up to ~0.7 mm/day, assuming
a deposit density of 1300 kg/m3. The flows travelled ~5 km from the
site of trawling to the measurement location at 1200 m water depth,
but not all days of trawling generated flows that ran out this far. Trawler
induced flows were not observed 15 km further downslope at a water
depth of 1700 m, and these flows appear to be relatively short run out
events that deposited fine sediment locally along the canyon floor.
These flows do not appear to have ignited and accelerated.5. Monitoring data from lakes and reservoirs
Sediment-laden flood discharge (especially from glacially-fed rivers)
can produce turbidity currents in lakes or reservoirswhose occurrence is
relatively frequent and more predictable (Forel, 1885). These density
flows are typically dilute (b0.01 vol.% sediment) and slow moving
(b50 cm/s), such that monitoring equipment is not damaged by the
flows (Table 2). Shallower water depths and the often smaller scale of
these lacustrine or reservoir flows also makes them easier to monitor
than larger deep-water submarine systems. This has allowed a number
of relatively detailed studies of turbidity currents in lakes and reservoirs
(Table 2).
The formation of density flows within freshwater, as opposed to
seawater, may lead to differences in flow behaviour. The sediment
concentration needed for sediment-laden flood water to plunge is
reduced in freshwater bodies, as compared to sea water. This allows
the formation of plunging density flows in freshwater with low sedi-
ment concentrations. Lakes and reservoirs are often seasonally strongly
density stratified (Talling, 1966), and incoming density flows common-
ly form very dilute surface flows or interflows along thermoclines, as
well as bottom hugging density flows (Pharo and Carmack, 1979;
Weirich, 1984, 1986a,b; Chikita, 1989, 1990; De Cesare et al., 2001,
2006; Umeda et al., 2006; Fernandez and Imberger, 2008; Marti et al.,
2011). The dilute nature of many density flows in lakes and reservoirs
may also make them prone to lifting off with reversing buoyancy,
once they have started to deposit sediment (Sparks et al., 1993;
Hurzeler et al., 1996).Density flows in lakes and reservoirs typically start on delta-fronts
where the gradients commonly vary from 0.2 to 12° (Table 1). Deeply
cut canyons are generally absent in lakes and reservoirs, although well
developed channels do occur in some places (e.g. Lake Geneva and
Walensee; Forel, 1885, 1895; Lambert and Hsu, 1979; Lambert and
Giovanoli, 1988; Girardclos et al., 2012), presumably due to occurrence
of more powerful flows (Lambert and Giovanoli, 1988). Channels are
notably absent elsewhere (Gilbert andCrookshanks, 2009). This contrasts
with marine settings where channel and canyon systems are more
common.
5.1. Density flows generated directly by river flood discharge
The relatively slow and dilute flows in lakes and reservoirs that are
generated by riverfloodwater have consistent features in differing loca-
tions, and are described first. A single example of a faster (~3 m/s)
lacustrine density flow that was not associated directly with a river
flood is then described (Lambert and Giovanoli, 1988), followed by
studies of density flows in Lake Superior generated by mine tailings
discharge (Table 2; Normark and Dickson, 1976a,b; Normark, 1989).
5.1.1. Flood input conditions
In lakes and reservoirs, river flood discharge is often sustained for
several days, and can be sustained for weeks (Crookshanks and Gilbert,
2008), generating prolonged turbidity currents (Table 2). The volume
concentrations of suspended sediment in river flood water are typically
between 0.01 (Umeda et al., 2006) and 0.3 vol.% (De Cesare et al.,
2006; Table 2). Flood discharge also includes a component of bedload,
although it is unclear whether this coarser bedload material is always
rapidly deposited, or whether it can be incorporated into density flows.
5.1.2. Interflows and surface flows
Seasonal stratification often leads to generation of one (or some-
timesmultiple) interflow, as density flow(s) propagates along a density
interface within the water body (Pharo and Carmack, 1979; Weirich,
1984, 1986a,b; Chikita, 1989,1990; De Cesare et al., 2006; Umeda
et al., 2006; Fernandez and Imberger, 2008; Marti et al., 2011). Inter-
flows are particularly dilute, with measured sediment concentrations
of b0.005 vol.%, and typically carry only fine sediment. Surface plumes
of flood water with even lower sediment concentrations are also often
associated with flood discharge events. Both interflows and surface
flows may contribute towards deposition of thin (mm-scale) and fine-
grained laminations on the lake or reservoir floor.
5.1.3. Sediment concentration in basin-floor density flows
Sediment concentration in density flowswithin lakes and reservoirs
has been measured in numerous locations (Table 2), which contrast to
the almost complete lack of sediment concentration measurements in
submarine density flows (Table 1). Density flows along the floor or
lakes and reservoirs are typically dilute with maximum measured
volume concentrations of 0.07% to 0.001% for suspended sediment
(Table 2), with sediment concentrations increasing progressively
towards the bed (e.g. Chikita, 1990; Best et al., 2005; Umeda et al.,
2006; Crookshanks and Gilbert, 2008).
5.1.4. Density flow velocities
Maximum flow velocities are typically between 5 and 60 cm/s, with
some flows reaching speeds of 1.2 m/s (Table 2; Lambert, 1982). The
fastest flows (N1 m/s) are sometimes associated with steeper gradients
(2° to 12°) in locations closer to (b100 m) shore (Weirich, 1984,
1986a,b). The maximum velocity tends to occur within a few metres of
bed (Chikita, 1990; Best et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2013).
In some cases, where detailed time series are available, the velocity
show repeated pulses (Lambert and Hsu, 1979; Lambert, 1982; Best
et al., 2005). Pulsing has been attributed to shifting of the position
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Fig. 18. Monitoring of dilute turbidity currents generated by glacial meltwater discharge into Kluane Lake, British Colombia by Crookshanks and Gilbert (2008). (A) Map showing the
location of the lake, and the position of instruments within the lake. Bathymetric contour interval is 10 m. (B) Suspended sediment concentrations during an event on 15 July 2007mea-
sured at different distances from the river mouth. Note that sediment volume concentrations do not exceed 0.5%. (C) Mean grain size measured in core from location C overlaid on core
photograph showing fine-grained thin lamination. Fluctuations in grain size have been correlated to fluctuation in fluctuations in flow velocity, measured at site B (between sites A and
C). (D) More detailed photograph from thin section of fine-grained and thinly laminated deposits in the core from location C. All figures are from Crookshanks and Gilbert (2008).
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Measured flow thicknesses vary from 3 to 16 m (Table 2), such
that density flows in lakes and reservoirs are thinner than some sub-
marine density flows that can be tens to N100 m thick (Table 1).
This at least partly reflects the relatively shallow water depths in
most lakes.
5.1.6. Run out length
Flows often run out for several kilometres, and in some cases travel
for tens of kilometres whilst maintaining speeds of up to 25 cm/s
(Gould, 1960; Lake Meade; Table 2).
5.1.7. Flow duration and frequency
Prolonged river floodwater discharge leads to prolonged density
flows, which often last for several days (Table 2). Crookshanks and
Gilbert (2008) show that flows can sometimes be continuous over
several weeks, with diurnal fluctuation mimicking change in melt-
water river discharge. In some locations, tens of flow events have oc-
curred during a single year. For instance, Lambert and GiovanoliFig. 19.Generalisedmodels summarising thedifferent types of subaqueous sediment densityflo
In some cases only a single example of the flow type has been directly monitored, such as type
monitored examples, such as type D-2. Figures in this contribution that illustrate data fromeach
of subaqueous channels on a lacustrine delta front (type D-1). See Liu et al. (2012) and Khripo(1988) showed that 31 events occurred in Lake Geneva during a pe-
riod of 81 days.
5.1.8. Size of suspended sediment
Direct sampling and coring of basin floor deposits in lakes and reser-
voirs suggest that flood triggered density flows mainly (N60 to 99%)
comprise silt and clay (Umeda et al., 2006; Chikita and Okumura,
1987, 1990; Chikita, 1989, 1990; Crookshanks and Gilbert, 2008).
Flows that are faster than ~20 cm/s would be capable of transporting
finer sand as bedload, whilst flows that travel at N~50 cm/s can suspend
sand above the bed (Komar, 1985). This supports the view that thin and
fine grained deposits characterise the weak density flows associated
with hyperpycnal flood discharges.
5.1.9. Deposit character
Few studies have described in detail the deposits known to result
from specific monitored flows (Fig. 18; Crookshanks and Gilbert, 2008
is a notable exception), although coring has often recovered deposits
from recent flow events, presumably of a similar general type (Table 2).wthat havebeenobserved bydirectmonitoring, listing the type example(s) of suchevents.
A-1 (Grand Banks event in 1929). In other cases the generalised model is based on many
type of flow are noted (e.g. ‘see Figs. 1–3’). See Girardclos et al. (in press) for an illustration
unoff et al. (2009, 2012) for figures illustrating flow type C-2.
A-1: Very powerful flow triggered by large failures on the open continental slope 
(e.g. Grand Banks 1929)
B-1: Powerful flows - retrogressive breaching and dilute expended flows?  
• Large (>100 km3) failure can be triggered by earthquake 
• Flow speeds of 2-to-20 m/s  can be sustained for 100s of km 
    sometimes on very low (< 0.1°) gradients
•  Sediment concentrations have never been measured
• Can run-out for 100’s of kilometers to reach abyssal plains 
• Can be very (> 100 km) wide, and have multiple paths
• May initially be highly erosive, and pick up sand en route
• Can deposit m-thick sand layers over very large areas
• Can be triggered by earthquakes 
• Shorter Runout of km to a few 10’s km; canyon filling events
• Sediment concentrations have never been measured
• Relatively frequent as multiple events can occur each year
• Typically associated with times of large waves; can be due 
to  small (~0.0001 km3) canyon head slump
• Sand rich; low abundance of cohesive mud 
• Commonly form crescentic bedforms with master headscarps, 
  which can continue to very shallow water depths
• Two models for formation of crescentic bedforms: liqufied 
dense slumps or series of hydraulic jumps in dilute flows
• Dilute turbulent supercritical flows occur as monitored by Xu 
- tens of m thick, velocity max a few m above canyon floor
- unclear if this dilute flow overlies a dense basal layer
- speeds of up to 2 m/s
 
decreasing frontal speeds of 20-to-2 m/s;  
including on very low (< 0.1°) gradients 
> 800 kilometers




large volume (150 km3)
extensive slope failure 
short run out of





B-1-1: canyon fed mainly by sand from shelf 
(e.g. Monterey ; Scripps ; Mugu and Hueneme Canyons)
Frequent: multiple events per year
dense slumps (?) and
dilute turbulent flows
A-2: Powerful flows triggered by smaller volume slope failures in canyon heads  
A-2-1: failure due to airport runway extension (e.g. Var, 1979)
A-2-2: failure(s) due to earthquake (e.g. Taiwan, Pingtung Earthquakes, 2006)
B) Canyon filling flows mainly associated with strong wave action
A) Flows that ran out beyond the continental slope to reach submarine fans
• Powerful long run-out flow occurred days after flood finished; 
thus triggered by failure of recently deposited sediment and 
not by direct plunging of river water
• Plunging river water may also generate weaker initial flow
•  Frontal speed near-constant for 300 km in canyon-channel 
Speeds of 2-7 m/s; 
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cable break during earthquake
1 2 identification number 
   of cable break
A-2-3: failure of recently deposited flood sediment (e,g, Taiwan, Typhoon Morakot, 2009)
Speeds of 2-12 m/s; some 
on low (< 0.5°) gradients 
Frontal speeds of 6-10 m/s; 
on low (0.2 to 0.4°) gradients 
>350 kilometers in canyon/channel
>350 kilometers in canyon/channel • Earthquake triggered two distinct flows, with the second
flow initiating in deep water. 
•  Frontal speed near-constant for 300 km in canyon-channel 
• Initial slope failure has small (0.008 km3) volume, yet flow


































































B-1-2: canyon fed mainly by  mud-rich, cross-shelf
wave-support density flows (e.g. Eel Canyon)
• Flow events may be triggered by local slope failures in
canyon head, rather than overspill of cross-shelf flows
 
short run out of << 10’s kilometerstriggered by
large waves
Frequent: multiple events per year
• Very low sediment concentrations (0.0004% vol)
• Observed in water depths of up to 4,300 m
• Can last for several days
• Reach speeds of 30-50 cm/s
• Deposits are a few mm-cm thick, and can contain 
sand but are mainly muddy
• Infill canyon and fail to run out beyond slope 
 
B-3: Flows on the open continental slope triggered by strong wave action 
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C-2  Weak and dilute flows due to plunging hyperpycnal river floodwater
(e.g. Var Canyon, 2005-10; Thyphoon Kalmaegi, 2008; First flow triggered by 2009 Typhoon Morakot, Gaoping Canyon, Taiwan)
• Can reach deep ocean where distal parts are dilute and slow
moving moving (tens cm/s). Distal flow deposits thin layers of mud.
• Initial stages in canyon head can be moderately powerful and 
suspend significant amounts of sand. 
• Sustained events that may last many hours
• Relatively frequent: occur several times each year
• Thin mud-rich deposits a few mm to cm thick
 
C-1:  Powerful flows associated with delta-front slope failure 
(e.g. Bute Inlet, 1985-86; Squamish River Delta, Fraser River Delta)
• Frequent: multiple times per year (mainly in flood season)
• mainly due to small (~0.001 km3) failures of rapidly deposited 
sediment on delta front
• may or may not occur during individual flood peaks
• Speeds up to 3.35 m/s; but typically several tens of cm/s
• can transport and deposit sand layers tens of cm thick
• flows can be 10s of m thick; and  sustained for > 1 hour
• can sometimes form crescentic bedforms
• can sometimes form shallow channel-levee systems
Speeds up to 3.3 m/s but
typically few tens of cm/s 
km to a few tens of km
triggered by failure of
rapidly deposited
flood sediment
on delta front; or
by plunging river water can form crescentic bedforms
frequent: multiple 
events per year
Dilute (< 1 % volume) and
slow moving ( < 10’s cm/s) 
up to several 10’s or 100’s kilometers
Initially dilute 
but can be 
moderately powerful
D) Flows in Lakes and Reservoirs


















• Powerful long run-out flow occurred days after flood finished; 
thus triggered by failure of recently deposited sediment and 
not by direct plunging of river water
• Plunging river water may also generate weaker initial flow




A-2-3: failure of recently deposited flood sediment (e,g, Taiwan, Typhoon Morakot, 2009)
Frontal speeds of 6-10 m/s; 
on low (0.2 to 0.4°) gradients 


































































D-1:  Powerful flows  associated with delta-front slope failure (e.g. Lake Geneva)
Speeds up to 1.8 m/s  
km to a few km
triggered by failure of
rapidly deposited
flood sediment?
Can be associated with crescentic bedforms in channels
• Poorly monitored as tend to destroy equipment
• Broadly similar to the delta-front failures seen in 
marine settyings (type C-1; see above) ? 
 
D-2:  Dilute and Weak Flows in Lakes and Reservoirs associated with Plunging 
Hyperpycnal River Floodwater (e.g. Lakes Superior, Lillioet, Kluane, Lugano, Geneva, Expectation, Mead, 
Kamloops, Wallensee; and Reservoirs Shichikashuka, Katsurazawa, and Luzzone)
• Relatively well monitored
• Typically short run out distances up to few km
• Slow moving (typically 5 to 50 cm/s) 
• Very dilute (typically < 0.05 % vol sediment conc)
• Typically supercritical, but can be subcritical
•  Often associated with river flood peaks
•  Often sustained events lasting hours to days
•  Flow thickness up to a few 10’s of m
•  Typically deposit mud-rich mm-scale laminae
• Relatively frequent: can occur several times each year
• Prone to forming interflows at immediate depths in 
stratified water bodies
 
Very dilute (< 0.01 % volume) and
typically slow moving ( up to 10’s cm/s) 
typically few kms; but up to 10’s km
associated with flood peaks and 
sustained for hours to days
density interflows common
flood water
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See image of channels
on Rhone Delta-front
in Lake Geneva shown by
Girardclos et al. (2012)
see Figure 18
Fig. 19 (continued).
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275P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287Deposits from basin floors typically comprised thin layers that aremm to
b2 cm thick, which comprise mainly silt and clay (Table 2; Lambert and
Hsu, 1979; Umeda et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2006; Crookshanks and
Gilbert, 2008). However, sand layers have been recovered from steeper
delta fronts that can be up to a few cm thick (Best et al., 2005; Gilbert
et al., 2006).
5.2. Fast flows in lakes — not generated directly by flood discharge
Lambert and Giovanoli (1988) described a powerful flow in a chan-
nel that extends from the Rhone delta-front in Lake Geneva (Forel,
1885; Girardclos et al., 2012), which badly damaged their monitoring
equipment. They were able to estimate a flow velocity of ~3 m/s from
the time at which two moorings broke. A density flow with a peak
velocity of 0.9 m/s was generated by a large river flood that occurred
~12 h before themoorings broke loose. However, at the time themoor-
ings broke the river flood had subsided.
Lambert and Giovanoli (1988) inferred that this flow was triggered
by delta-front slope failure, which may have generated faster flow due
to higher flow density and/or greater thickness and sediment flux.
This eventwas significantly faster than thedensityflows formeddirectly
by plunging flood discharge at this location. The occurrence of powerful
flows, commonly triggered by slope failure, may be attributed to the
development of channel systems, which are prominent on the Rhone
delta-front (Forel, 1885; Girardclos et al., 2012) but absent in many
lakes.
5.3. Density flows generated by mine tailings discharge in lakes
Normark and Dickson (1976a,b) and Normark (1989) described
density flows in Lake Superior that were generated by sustained
discharge of mine tailings. The tailings were discharged at volume con-
centrations of ~0.01% into a well developed channel. Current meters
located 3 to 5 m above the bed recorded velocities of 3 to 16 cm/s. A
single measurement of 0.0018% sediment volume concentration was
made 5 m above the bed. The flows were 3 to 16 m thick, lasted for
up to 2 weeks, ran out for at least 3 km, andwere most likely supercrit-
ical and fully turbulent (Normark and Dickson, 1976a,b; Normark,
1989). An innovative set of magnets were used to show how sediment
flux (of the magnetic fraction of tailings) increased above the bed
(Normark, 1989).
6. Non-particulate density currents
Considerable advances have been made in recent years to under-
stand density flows driven primarily by changes in water density rather
than by the excess density of their sediment load. This includes work
examining how dense water masses generated on shallow shelves can
cascade offshore (Canals et al., 2006; Puig et al., 2008; Palanques et al.,
2009; Pasqual et al., 2010), and ongoing projects monitoring the chan-
nelized outflow from the Black Sea (Parsons et al., 2010).
Dense water cascades can last for days to weeks and have reached
speeds (measured 5 m above the sea floor) of 0.2 to 1 m/s that are
sufficient to transport sand. The suspended sediment concentrations
measured in these events are typically very low, with values of 0.002 to
0.005 g/l (equivalent to volume sediment concentrations of ~0.001%)
recorded several metres above the sea floor. Average sedimentation
ratesmeasured by sediment traps over periods of days are also relatively
slow, reaching values of 10 to 50 g/m2/s (equivalent to vertical accumu-
lation rates of ~0.01 to 0.001 mm/m2/s). Very substantial volumes of
water can be transported into the deep ocean during prolonged dense
water cascading events, such as the 750 km3 ofwater thatwas estimated
to have been transported during a 40 day event in the Cap de Creus Can-
yon to the Gulf of Lions (Canals et al., 2006). However, the low sediment
concentrations in these events reduce the volume of sediment that they
transport. For instance, whilst 750 km3 of water passed through thecanyon, only 0.005 km3 of sediment was transported in the 40 day
event described by Canals et al. (2006, 2009). These dilute sediment
flowmay produce thin deposits in the deep ocean, erode furrows in can-
yons, and export significant amounts of particulate and dissolved organic
carbon (Canals et al., 2006; Puig et al., 2008; Palanques et al., 2009;
Pasqual et al., 2010), but it is less likely that they can lead to extensive de-
position of thick and coarse sand layers.
The evolution of these predominantly thermohaline density flows dif-
fers significantly fromdensityflowsdrivenby suspensions of sediment, as
processes of sediment settlingwill have amuchweaker influence onflow
density and hence flow evolution. These dilute flows may differ signifi-
cantly from flows with higher sediment concentrations. Even small
amounts of sediment (especially cohesive mud) can damp turbulence
and modify the sediment carrying capacity, structure and evolution of
the flow.
7. Discussion
We start by characterising and classifying the main types of sedi-
ment density flow that have been observed in oceans, lakes and reser-
voirs. This is followed by a summary of the types of observation that
are available, and a quantitative analysis of the flow parameters that
have been measured for submarine flows. In particular, we discuss
whether there is evidence for flow ignition or dissipation. We then
address the question of whether these submarine flows are the most
poorlymonitoredmajor sediment transport process on Earth, by a com-
parison to the type of monitoring information available for other major
sediment transport processes. We conclude with suggestions for future
strategies for improved monitoring of submarine flows.
7.1. Types of monitored submarine sediment density flow
Direct monitoring datasets illustrate the highly variable character of
submarine sediment density flows. This section outlines a series of sim-
plified generalisedmodels for the different types of submarineflow that
have been monitored, capturing this variability (Fig. 19).
7.1.1. Long run-out, powerful flows that reach submarine fans
There are very few direct observations from flows that extend well
beyond submarine canyons or fan-valleys that dissect the continental
shelf, and deposit sediment across submarine fans (Fig. 19A; Type A).
However, it is these flows that transport the largest volumes of sedi-
ment, and form the submarine fan sequences that comprise most of
the rock record. Their sediment concentration has never beenmeasured
directly, their speed has only been documented in five locations (off-
shore from the Grand Banks, Nice, Taiwan, Zaire and Algeria), and
only the deposits of the 1929 Grand Banks event have been sampled
in any detail.
7.1.1.1. Flows triggered by very large-scale failures on the open continental
slope. The 1929 Grand Banks event shows how particularly powerful
flows can be generated by large (N100 km3) landslides on the open con-
tinental slope. Frontal flow speeds reached 19 m/s on gradients N~1°,
where flow was largely confined within fan valleys on the continental
slope and was up to several hundred metres thick. Speeds of ~2 to
8 m/s were sustained for hundreds of kilometres across gradients of
just ~0.1° to 0.3°, even though flow expanded to be several hundred
kilometres wide (Fig. 1). This fast moving flow was highly erosive
with at least ~80% of the sand within the final deposit reworked from
the fan valley. The 1929 Grand Banks event was triggered by a large
magnitude earthquake, which caused slope failure that probably oc-
curred simultaneously in locations spread over a wide area of sea
floor.Whether other processes can trigger such large-scale slope failure
is unclear.
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Powerful, long run-out flows can also be triggered bymuch smaller vol-
ume (b0.01 km3) slope failureswithin canyonheads, such as during the
1979 event offshore Nice, whose initial volume is five orders of magni-
tude smaller than that of the 1929 Grand Banks failure (Fig. 19; Type A-
2). Even though the initial failure can be relatively small, flow speeds of
3.7 to 20 m/s can be sustained for hundreds of kilometres, perhaps in
part due to confinement within a canyon-channel system. Canyon
head slope failure can be triggered by the addition of sediment (Var in
1979), a large earthquake that can also trigger additional failures further
down the canyon (Gaoping Canyon, Taiwan in 2006), or by recent rapid
deposition of sediment during a major flood (Gaoping Canyon, Taiwan
in 2009). These fast moving flows are also most likely erosive in their
initial stages, and the 1979 event offshore Nice appears to have
entrained large amounts of sand.
7.1.2. Canyon-confined flows mainly associated with strong wave action
These shorter run-out events tend to be restricted to canyons, and
primarily act to in-fill the canyon with sediment (Type B; Fig. 19). The
canyons can be primarily fed by shelf sediment reworked by waves
(Monterey, Mugu, Hueneme, Scripps and Nazare Canyons), or by
wave-supported density flows that rework mud-rich riverine flood
deposits across the shelf (Eel Canyon).
7.1.2.1. Flows in canyons fedmainly by sand from the shelf.Relatively pow-
erful flows that in some cases damaged instruments or had peak veloc-
ities in excess of 1 m/swere observed in theMonterey,Mugu, Hueneme
and Scripps Canyons along the CalifornianMargin, which aremainly fed
by sand from the shelf (Type B-1-1; Fig. 19). At least in the case of the
Monterey Canyon (Paull et al., 2010b), Mugu–Hueneme canyons
(Gorsline, 1996) and Scripps–La Jolla Canyon (Piper, 1970), most or all
events did not reach the lower canyon or fan valley and therefore
have run out distances of less than 50 km. These relatively frequent
(often subannual) events are commonly associated with large wave
heights.
Two types of sediment transport events may occur within these
confined coarse sediment filled canyons. Crescentic bedforms may be
generated by up-slopemigrating breaches and cyclic hydraulic jumps, as-
sociated with the presence of loosely packed sand on the canyon floor
that becomes partially liquefied when disturbed (see Sections 4.3.1 and
4.3.2). Cyclic wave loading is one mechanism to disturb these deposits.
Sandwithin these relatively thin and dense liquefied layersmay not trav-
el for long distances during each individual event, but the flows can en-
train and bury heavy objects. Hydraulic jumps within the dense layer of
moving sand may contribute to bedform development, as seen during
dredging. Alternatively, or in addition to the breaching, the bedforms
may experience internal failure and rotational slumping. How move-
ments of these bedforms initiate, but their steep (15°) down-canyon
faces may favour continued motion. This breaching process explains the
presence of master headscarps that form the upper boundary of individ-
ual trains of crescentic bedforms (Paull et al., 2011, 2012), evidence
fromROV-coring that sand is only transported a fewmetres above canyon
floors (Paull et al., 2010a), and that crescentic bedforms extend to the
very top of the canyon (Paull et al., 2010a). It is also consistent with
video footage of local liquefaction of canyon-floor sand when loaded by
ROVs (Paull et al., 2012), and reports that divers encountered very loosely
packed sand into which their hand could penetrate (Dill, 1964; Shepard
andDill, 1966). Shepard andDill (1966) also concluded that sandwas ep-
isodically moved in slump or thin and dense flows in Scripps and La Jolla
Canyons.
Some canyon-confined events also clearly involve relatively dilute
(≪5 vol.%) sediment suspensions, as they can be penetrated by
ADCPs. These dilute suspensions are a few tens of metres thick, travel
at maximum speeds of up to 2.8 m/s, and are expanded and supercriti-
cal (Xu et al., 2004, 2010; Xu, 2010). These maximum speeds are
achieved a few metres above the canyon floor, and are sufficient totransport sand. It is possible that a single event may comprise both a
basal dense flow, and an overlying dilute and fully turbulent sediment
suspension. Cyclic steps formed by repeated hydraulic jumps in super-
critical dilute flowmay also play a role in the formation of the crescentic
bedforms (Cartigny et al., 2010). Further work is needed to resolve the
origin and dynamics of the crescentic bedforms, and the potential link-
ages between dense and dilute flow types.
7.1.2.2. Weak and very dilute canyon-confined flows. Detailed observa-
tions in Nazaré Canyon have shown how expanded, very dilute
(b0.001 vol.%), and slow moving (b50 cm/s) flows can also coincide
with periods of strong wave action. These flows could transport sand,
but were generally finer grained, and they caused rapid accumulation
of mud-rich sediment in the upper canyon. These flows did not exit
the canyon.
7.1.2.3. Relatively infrequent canyon-flushing events. Much rarer long-
run-out (‘canyon flushing’)flows are inferred fromdeep-water cores lo-
cated at ~3300 m in the Monterey Fan-channel, and in basin plains be-
yond the mouths of the Nazaré and Scripps Canyons (Piper, 1970;
Arzola et al., 2008; Paull et al., 2010b). It is assumed that sand is carried
to these deeper water locations by isolated large events rather than a
collage of smaller local events, and this is supported by the nature of
the deepwater deposits (Piper, 1970). The volumes of sand deposited
by these infrequent canyon-flushing flows are orders of magnitude
greater than the amounts of sand involved in single monitored events
in the canyons (Piper, 1970). The role of the smaller more frequent
events in the upper parts of canyons may be to supply sufficient sedi-
ment to allow an occasional flow to “ignite” by eroding large amounts
of sand from the canyon. It is not yet clear whether the infrequent
canyon-flushing events are initiated in the same way as smaller
canyon-filling events. If they are, then it is unclear why only a small
number of the smaller events ignite into much bigger canyon-flushing
flows. Alternatively, the canyon flushing flows could originate in a dif-
ferent fashion, for example through large-scale canyon side failures trig-
gered by earthquakes or storms.
7.1.2.4. Flows on the open continental slope associated with strong wave
action.Monitoring data shows that powerful flows can also be generat-
ed on the open continental slope during periods with large wave
heights, such as offshore Oahu in Hawaii during Hurricane Iwa in
1982. However, the origin of such flows is poorly constrained.
7.1.3. Flows in systems fed by rivers
We now summarise the types of submarine density flow that have
been observed in systems that are mainly supplied with sediment by
riverfloods (TypeC; Fig. 19). These observations come fromdelta fronts,
or canyon-channel systems that extend to the vicinity of river mouths.
7.1.3.1. Very powerful, long run-out flows that reached the deep ocean. The
flow that occurred in Gaoping Canyon in 2009 shows that a river-fed
system can generate powerful density flows that run-out for long dis-
tances and reach the deep ocean (Fig. 11; see also Section 7.1.1.2).
This event was associated with a large flood produced by near-record
rainfall during Typhoon Morakot. Cable breaks occurred several days
after peak flood discharge, showing that this flowwas triggered by fail-
ure of rapidly deposited sediment in the upper canyon, rather than by
direct plunging of hyperpycnal river water (Fig. 11; Carter et al.,
2012). Observations from ~4000 mwater depth in the Zaire submarine
channel confirm that powerful flows can reach the deep ocean in a river
fed system (Fig. 10). The flow that was observed in 2001 was not asso-
ciatedwith amajor river flood (Khripounoff et al., 2003), andwas there-
fore most likely generated by slope failure in the upper canyon. The
trigger for subsequent flows in 2004 and 2009–10 is not known.
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failure. Flows primarily occur during the flood season when river dis-
charge is relatively high but they often do not coincide with individual
peaks in river flood discharge (Figs. 13c and 15a). This suggests that
themajority of these flowswere associated with failure of rapid deposi-
tion of flood sediment, and were not triggered directly by plunging
hyperpycnal river floodwater (Bornhold et al., 1994; Ren et al., 1996).
However, flows that coincide with individual floods could be associated
with plunging hyperpycnal river discharge. Detailed repeated mapping
shows that relatively small scale failures (b~0.001 km3) are common
on these delta fronts, and the timing of these failures often coincides
with the maximum flow velocities (1.5 to 3.5 m/s) recorded by current
meters (Hughes Clarke et al., 2012; Hill, 2012). These flows can be
sufficiently powerful to deposit beds of muddy sand that are up to
~18 cm thick (Prior et al., 1987), and to cut submarine channel systems
that are tens of metres deep (Conway et al., 2012; Hill, 2012; Hughes
Clarke et al., 2012). These channel systems can extend for a few
kilometres (Squamish Delta; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012), or several
tens of kilometres (Bute and Knight Inlets; Conway et al., 2012), and
there is a continuum of increasing channel development presumably
reflecting increasing flow power and/or frequency (Fig. 19; type C).
The factors determine the exact timing of the failures remains unclear
but probably involves rapid sediment deposition on these steep delta
fronts. Hughes Clarke et al. (2012) observed that the largest failures co-
incide with unusually low tides on the Squamish Delta, when the river
discharge became more narrowly focused as water levels dropped.
Flows initiated on delta fronts can produce well-developed crescen-
tic bedforms that migrate upslope (Hughes Clarke et al., 2012; Hill,
2012), with many tens of episodes of motion during a flood season
(Hughes Clarke et al., 2012). These crescentic bedforms closely resem-
ble those seen on the floor of Monterey and Mugu Canyons, where we
previously inferred that they are most likely generated by retrogressive
breaching associated with cyclic hydraulic jumps, when loosely packed
sand is disturbed by cyclicwave loading. Locations such as the Squamish
Delta are not affected by large waves, suggesting that other processes
initiate crescentic bedform migration. Similar crescentic bedforms are
seen in channels on the Rhone delta-front in Lake Geneva (Girardclos
et al., 2012) showing that their formation is widespread.
7.1.3.3. Dilute flows generated by plunging river flood water in the ocean.
Observations offshore from the Var River in 2005–2010 (Khripounoff
et al., 2009, 2012) and the Gaoping Canyon in 2008 (Liu et al., 2012)
show that plunging of river flood water can generate sustained and
relatively dilute sediment density flows in submarine settings
(Figs. 10 and 11). The 2008 density flow in the Gaoping Canyon was
initially powerful within the canyon head. Flow speeds of up to 1.6 m/s
were measured 56 m above the bed, and this event transported signifi-
cant amounts of sand at least 42 m above the bed (Liu et al., 2012).
However, both the 2005–2010 Var and 2008 Gaoping Canyon events
were slowly moving as they passed into deep water. The 2008 event in
the Gaoping Canyon failed to break cables located N70 km offshore
(Figs. 5 and 11). One of the six events described by Khripounoff et al.
(2009) in the Var system ran out for many tens of kilometres to reach
water depths of ~2350 m (station B; Fig. 4). However, this event was
recorded only by a subtle change in turbidity without any change in ve-
locity data. The remainingfiveflood-triggeredfive eventswere restricted
to shallower water depths (Fig. 12).
The 2005–2008 flows offshore from the Var only carried fine sedi-
ment, and deposited sediment relatively slowly at ≪0.5 mm/day
(Khripounoff et al., 2009, 2012). These prolonged but dilute flows
would only have deposited thin (mm-scale) mud-rich layers. The
2008 event in the Gaoping Canyon transported sand within the proxi-
mal canyon head (Liu et al., 2012), but it is not knownwhether it carried
sandmuch further offshore. Understanding of these events is confound-
ed by rapid sediment deposition on the steep canyon sides that can trig-
ger slumping. Thus, whether submarine flows associated with plungingof river flood water can erode sufficient sand passing through the steep
upper part of a canyon to eventually deposit thick (tens of centimetres
to several metres) sand layers that characterise many basin plain, lobe
and channel axis outcrops in the rock record remains unclear. Neither
is it known whether hyperconcentrated flows from rivers (Prior and
Bornhold, 1989; Mulder et al., 2009) can evolve to create such deposits.
7.1.4. Flows in lakes and reservoirs
Observations from lakes and reservoirs have almost exclusively
recorded dilute and slow moving density flows that have limited run
out distances, which are generated directly by plunging of hyperpycnal
riverfloodwater (Table 2). These locations typically lackwell developed
channel systems. However,monitoring of the RhoneDelta in LakeGeneva
has also documented more powerful events, which are associated with
well developed channels.
7.1.4.1. Dilute, slow flows generated by plunging flood water. These flows
have sediment volume concentrations of less than 0.07% to 0.001%,
and their maximum speeds are typically few tens of cm/s, with the
fastest reported speeds reaching1 m/s (Table 2). Flood discharge gener-
ates prolonged flows that can have durations of many days to weeks.
These flows are typically fully turbulent and often supercritical at peak
velocities. Dilute sediment concentrations within these events often
lead to the formation of interflowswithin thermally stratified freshwater
bodies. The slow moving density flows in lakes and reservoirs typically
only suspend fine sediment. Although they are prolonged, low sediment
concentrations ensure that they produce mud-rich deposits that are
often only a few mm thick (Crookshanks and Gilbert, 2008; Table 2).
These thin deposits resemble those produced byweak and dilute oceanic
flows associated with plunging river flood water (Section 7.1.3.2;
Mas et al., 2010; Khripounoff et al., 2009, 2012). They differ signifi-
cantly from the metre thick massive or laminated sand layers that
are seen in many submarine fan sequences (Talling et al., 2012a).
7.1.4.2. Infrequent powerful flows — associated with delta-front slope
failure?. Lambert and Giovanoli (1988) described a fast moving (~3 m/s;
Table 2) flow that occurred in the Rhone Delta in Lake Geneva. This pow-
erful flow occurred ~12 h after the peak of a river flood, suggesting it was
triggered by failure of recently deposited flood sediment. A well devel-
oped channel system, first noted by Forel in 1885, extends for ~10 km
from the delta in this location. Detailed bathymetric surveys in 2008
and 2012 showed that the channel system is active with erosion and de-
position of up to 4 m, and crescentic bedforms occur along the channel
floor (Girardclos et al., 2012). Well developed channel systems are rare
in lakes, but the triggers and frequency of sediment flows in these set-
tings may resemble those in submarine channel systems fed by rivers
(Section 7.1.3.2; Fig. 19).
7.2. Quantitative analysis of measured parameters
This section explores the extent to which directmonitoring data can
be used to quantitatively analyse flow character and evolution. It shows
how the limited types of measurement available restrict the types of
analysis that can be undertaken, especially for submarine flows. In
particular, the section outlines assumptions involved in the Chezy equa-
tion that has most commonly been applied to submarine flows in the
past. It cautions that these assumptions are not consistent with certain
field observations, and that the layer-averaged sediment concentration
predicted by the Chezy equation is unable to resolve the presence or
character of denser near-bed layers.
7.2.1. Dilute flows in lakes and reservoirs
Monitoring of dilute and slowmoving flows in lakes and reservoirs has
produced relatively detailedmeasurements that include vertical profiles of
velocity (and hence flow thickness) and sediment concentration. These
measurements allow the Froude Number to be calculated, indicating
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Table 2). Flows are often (but not always) supercritical at their peak veloc-
ities (Table 2; Chikita and Okumura, 1987, 1990; Chikita, 1989, 1990; Best
et al., 2005; Gilbert et al., 2006; De Cesare et al., 2006; Crookshanks and
Gilbert, 2008). Flow deceleration may lead to temporal and spatial transi-
tions to subcritical flow, presumably associated with hydraulic jumps. Cal-
culations of Flow Reynolds Number, based on assuming a viscosity similar
to that of clear water, predict that density flows are turbulent (Chikita
andOkumura, 1987, 1990; Chikita, 1989, 1990; De Cesare et al., 2006). Ver-
tical velocity and concentration gradients have been used in some locations
to measure the Richardson Number that controls vertical mixing rates and
the stability of density stratification (Chikita, 1989).
7.2.2. Oceanic flows
7.2.2.1. Types of data available for submarine flows. The types of quantitative
fieldmeasurements available for submarine flows can be split into a series
of general classes (Table 1). There are arguably four keyparameters for sub-
marine flows; (1) flow velocity, (2) flow thickness, (3) sea floor gradient,
and (4) sediment concentration that determineflowdensity in conjunction
with sediment graindensity. Afinal keyparameter is thegrain sizedistribu-
tion, especially the volume fraction of cohesive fine mud.
In many cases, only the average frontal flow velocity is available
from cable breaks. In a smaller number of examples, more detailed
velocity data is available at a point. Current meters can provide velocity
measurements for a single height above the bed, whilst ADCPs can
provide a vertical velocity profiles that also serve to constrainflow thick-
ness (Xu, 2011; Cooper et al., 2013). However, flow thickness is often
poorly constrained, with only crude information from erosional trim
lines, the height to which deposits drape up topography, or the depth
of submarine channels. Some information on the sea floor gradient is
known formostmonitoring datasets. However, as higher resolution sur-
veying techniques are showing (Paull et al., 2011, 2012), the seafloor
within submarine channels is commonly very complex and the existing
gradient data derived from regional surveys may be over smoothing the
real seafloor gradients. Measurements of sediment concentration and
flow density, has only been made at five locations: Monterey and
Mugu Canyons (Xu et al., 2004, 2010; Xu, 2011), Gaoping Canyon (Liu
et al., 2012), Squamish River Delta (Hughes Clarke et al., 2012), and
Var Canyon (Khripounoff et al., 2012). These concentration values are
based on optical or acoustic backscatter measurements, which need to
be calibrated for grain size (Xu et al., 2010; Xu, 2010, 2011) and which
is a technique that only works at low (≪5 vol.%) sediment concentra-
tions. The available sediment concentration measurements come from
the upper reaches of canyons or delta fronts. Sediment concentration
has never been measured for flows that run out beyond the continental
slope, and these are the flows that deposit sediment on submarine fans.
This lack of information on sediment concentration hampers quantita-
tive analyses of submarine flows, and means that Froude, Reynolds
and Richardson Numbers can very rarely be calculated.
7.2.2.2. Chezy equation. A relationship between flow speed, seafloor gra-
dient, flow thickness, vertically-averaged sediment concentration (flow
density), and a friction factor can be derived by assuming that the
down-slope gravitational driving force is locally balanced by frictional
resistance to flow. This forms the basis of the well known Chezy equa-
tion that has been applied to submarine density flows (Kuenen, 1952;
Middleton, 1966; Komar, 1969, 1977; Bowen et al., 1984; Prior et al.,
1987; Ren et al., 1996; Xu, 2010; Khripounoff et al., 2012). This equation
can be expressed (Bowen et al., 1984) as;
U2 ¼ ρs−ρ
ρ
c  g  h sinβ
1þαð Þ f ð1Þ
where U is the depth-averaged velocity in the body of the flow (m/s), ρs
is the density of sediment (~2600 kg/m3), ρ is the density of water(~1000 kg/m3), c is the depth-averaged volume fraction of sediment
in the flow (dimensionless), g is the gravitational constant (9.81 m/s2),
h is the flow thickness (m), β is the sea floor gradient (°),α is a constant
defining the ratio of drag at the top andbase of theflow (dimensionless),
and f is the basal drag coefficient (dimensionless).
In the case of rivers, the empirical friction constant in the Chezy equa-
tion is well constrained by empirical observations. This is not the case for
submarine flows, and considerable uncertainty surrounds the values use
forα and f (Komar, 1969). Values of α = 0.43 and f = 0.003 have been
assumed in previous work, based on measurements in experiments and
rivers (Bowen et al., 1984).
7.2.2.3. Assumptions implicit in the Chezy equation. The assumptions be-
hind the Chezy equation deserve careful consideration. This equation
does not account for the dissipation of momentum acquired further
up-slope. For instance, it predicts that turbidity currents will not flow
along horizontal gradients, or be able to travel upslope. There is field
evidence that turbidity currents can sometimes travel for long distances
(N100 km) upslope, due to both inherited momentum and flow thick-
ness (Underwood, 1991; Amy and Talling, 2004;Talling et al., 2007b;
Hunt et al., 2011). This suggests that momentum inherited from steeper
gradients in proximal areas may contribute significantly to the speed
and run-out of some turbidity currents. The sensitivity to localised
changes in the seafloor gradient associatedwith complexities in subma-
rine channels is poorly understood.
The effects of flow viscosity and yield strength are also neglected in
the approach based on the Chezy equation, in which the flow velocity
and friction coefficient are independent of viscosity. This may be a
reasonable assumption for rivers or very dilute submarine flows, but
many submarine flow deposits record evidence for debris flow phases
or high density turbidity currents with elevated sediment concentra-
tions (Talling et al., 2012a). Viscosity may become an important factor
in determining flow velocity in these higher concentration flows.
Moreover, deposits show that many submarine flows contain signifi-
cant volumes of cohesive mud (Talling et al., 2012a). A small amount
of cohesive mud can change flow viscosity by several orders of magni-
tude, as can changes in shear rates (Coussot, 1997). In these situations,
flow viscosity may have a profound effect on flow velocity. These
assumptions need to be kept in mind, as they may lead to estimates of
flow parameters that are erroneous.
7.2.2.4. Analysis of field datasets using the Chezy equation. Monitoring
datasets based on cable-breaks typically include the frontal flow veloc-
ity together with measurements of sea floor gradient. The Chezy
equation (Eq. (1)) was developed originally for the body of a flow (see
Middleton, 1966; Benjamin, 1968; Komar, 1977; Bowen et al., 1984).
However, as with previous work, we use measurements of frontal
flow speed.
The Chezy equation will predict the product of flow thickness and
vertically averaged sediment concentration if flow speed and seafloor
gradient are known, together with the values of frictional coefficients
α and f (Table 3). The flow speed should be proportional to the square
root of sea floor gradient according to the Chezy equation, if the product
of flow thickness and layer-averaged sediment concentration remains
constant. A plot offlowspeed against the square root of seafloor gradient
(Fig. 20b) suggests that the thickness–concentration product decreased
in a down-flow for the 1929 Grand Banks event, the 1979 event offshore
Nice, andflowevents in Bute Inlet. Thismay be due toflowwidening and
thinning, rather than decreasing sediment concentration and dissipation
(Parker, 1982). In contrast, the thickness–concentration product shows
less variation in the 2006 and 2009 events offshore Taiwan that were
confined within canyons of more constant width.
7.2.2.5. Use of the Chezy equation to estimate layer-averaged sediment con-
centration. Field measurements of flow thickness allow depth-averaged
sediment concentrations to be calculated using Eq. (1) (Table 3). Xu
Table 3
Flow analysis based on the Chezy equation (Eq. (1)).
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Taiwan 2006 Hsu et al., 2008 
20 (flow 1) 1 0.1299
3.7 (flow 2) 0.2 0.01887
5.7 (flow 2) 0.24 0.0374
Taiwan 2008 Liu et al., 2012 1.6 1.1 0.00079
Taiwan 2009 Carter et al., 
2012; Gavey, 2012 
16.6 (flow 1) 1.1 0.0845
10.2 (flow 2) 0.05 0.5689
5.4 (flow 2) 0.18 0.0445
8.2 (flow 2) 0.2 0.0925






Bute Inlet Prior et al., 1987 
3.35 0.71 0.0047 40 0.0001
0.75 0.58 0.0003 40 0.00007
Gioia Canyon
Colantoni et 
al., 1992 4.5 2.3 0.0074
Mugu Canyon Xu, 2010 0.8 2.8 0.0005 10 0.00005
Hueneme  Canyon Xu, 2010 1.5 2.1 0.0007 20 0.00004
Monterey Canyon Xu et al., 2004 1.9 1.8 0.0010 65 0.00002
Squamish Delta
Hughes
Clarke et al., 2012 
1.5 1.9 0.0006






































































Data from lakes and reservoirs
all data
common values
measurements in same flow event
(arrow denotes down-flow direction)
Fig. 20. (A) Plot showing the relationship between seafloor gradient and flow velocity for
submarine flows (Table 1). The dashed line corresponds to a flow speed of ~1.8 m/s that
separates measurements made by cable breaks and by moored current meters. Measure-
ments from the same event are indicated by a connecting line, with an arrow indicating
the down flow direction. (B) Plot of the square root of sea floor gradient against flow ve-
locity for the same observations. The Chezy equation (Eq. (1)) implies that the square root
of seafloor gradient will be proportional to flow velocity, if frictional coefficients, flow
width, flow depth, and layer averaged sediment concentration remain constant.
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ADCP data to calculate depth-averaged sediment volume concentra-
tions of b0.01% for events in Mugu and Hueneme Canyons (Table 3).
Similarly low sediment concentrations were calculated by Prior et al.
(1987) for a flow in Bute Inlet (Table 3). Bowen et al. (1984; their
figure 12) summarise estimates of volume sediment concentration
that range from 5% to 0.1% from events on the Navy Fan, Monterey
Canyon (Komar, 1969), Laurentian Fan (Stow and Bowen, 1980), and
Silver Abyssal Plain (Van Tassell, 1981).
The sediment concentrations derived by this approach tend to be
very dilute. However, this is a layer-averaged sediment concentration
value, and much higher concentration layers could exist near to the
bed. Due to uncertainties in the frictional parameters (α and f), and
the assumption implicit in the Chezy approach (Section 7.2.2), it is
difficult to assess the accuracy of these estimated vertically-averaged
sediment concentrations.
7.2.2.6. Datasets including temporal changes in flow velocity at a point
(current meters). Current meters provide information on velocity at a
single place, and how that velocity various through time. Individual
ADCP measurements reflect the average of measurement periods
lasting several seconds, and these periods are usually are separated by
minutes (Xu, 2011; Cooper et al., 2013). They thereby documenttemporal changes in flow speed (waxing, steady, or waning) and flow
duration (Table 1).
Temporal changes in flow speed show considerable variation,
and there is limited data from which to extract generalised signatures
of flow speed for different types of event. However, flow events in
Monterey, Mugu and Hueneme Canyons showed a consistent trend,
with maximum flow velocities occurring close to the front of the flow,
followed by decay in flow speed over several hours (Xu et al., 2004; Xu
et al., 2010; Xu, 2010, 2011). Flows that were triggered by delta front
failure on Squamish River Delta showed a similar trend (Hughes Clarke
et al., 2012, in press), as do prolonged flow in Zaire Canyon (Cooper
et al., 2013). In contrast, the submarine flows associated with
hyperpycnal flood discharge displayed a waxing and waning flow
speed in the head of Gaoping Canyon in 2008 (Liu et al., 2012). The
flood related submarine flows documented offshore from the Var River
also waxed and waned, but with a more complex pattern of multiple
peaks (Khripounoff et al., 2009). The very dilute submarineflowgenerat-
ed by the Tokachi-oki earthquake offshore Japan in 2003 started with
near-steady flow for several hours before flow speed declined (Mikada
et al., 2006).
7.2.2.7. Datasets including vertical velocity profiles (ADCPs). ADCPs also
provide data on the vertical flow velocity. Xu (2010b) showed that the
vertical velocity profiles for flows in theMonterey, Mugu and Hueneme
Canyons indicate supercritical flow, through a comparison to velocity
profiles from supercritical and subcritical laboratory flows.
7.2.2.8. Datasets including sediment concentration measurements. There
are only four locationswheremeasurements of sediment concentration
have been collected, and the available measuring techniques are re-
stricted to low sediment concentrations. These four locations all show
that turbidwatermay persist for hours after the down-slope flowveloc-
ity has declined to near zero (Xu et al., 2004; Xu, 2010, 2011; Hughes
Clarke et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012). The low sediment concentrations
measured in Monterey, Mugu, and Hueneme Canyons are consistent
with supercritical and fully turbulent flow (Xu et al., 2004; Xu, 2010).
7.2.2.9. Is there evidence for ignition or dissipation?. It has been proposed
that turbidity currents tend towards one of two states depending on
whether they are eroding or depositing sediment (Parker, 1982). Flows
that initially erode will become denser, and therefore travel even faster,
leading to increased erosion. This positive feedback that leads to flow ac-
celeration has been termed ignition. Conversely, if sediment is deposited
from the flow, itwill become less dense and travelmore slowly. Thismay
lead to further sediment deposition, and such deceleration has been
termed dissipation (Parker, 1982). There are a limited number of data
sets that include spatial changes in frontal flow velocity that may be
used to evaluate whether flows ignite or dissipate.
The most detailed datasets come from the flows offshore Taiwan in
2006 and 2009 that travelled down the Gaoping Canyon. The 2006
flow travelled at ~3.6 m/s for over 50 km, before accelerating to a
speed of ~5.7 m/s for a subsequent ~100 km. However, this increase
in flow velocity is accompanied by an increase in sea floor gradient
(Fig. 5), suggesting that itmight not be due to erosion and increased sed-
iment concentration due to ignition. The 2010 flow displayed irregular
changes in velocity from 10.3 m/s to 5.4 m/s to 8.2 m/s and finally to
6.7 m/s (Fig. 11), which could potentially be due in part to delayed
breakage of cables after the flow front had passed. However, both the
2006 and 2009 flows showed relatively small changes in their average
flow speed over long distances, suggesting that the flow in these canyon
confined flows was relatively uniform with speeds between 3.6 and
5.7 m/s for ~250 km.
In contrast, the frontal velocity of the 1929 Grand Banks event
declined progressively from 19 m/s to 8 m/s to 6 m/s and finally to
3 m/s (Fig. 1). This decrease in speed could have been due to sediment
deposition and dissipation. However, the decrease in flow speed may
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confined as it exited the fan-valleys and reached the SohmAbyssal Plain
and the gradient decreased to b0.1° (Fig. 1).
7.3. Turbidity currents: the most poorly monitored major transport process
on Earth?
The previous sections have tried to bring together availablemonitor-
ing datasets to outline how turbidity currents can be triggered, and
how their internal structure evolves. Perhaps an even more fundamen-
tal question is how well documented are turbidity currents, and how
well tested are our conceptual, experimental or numerical models that
capture such understanding? Are turbidity currents well documented
in comparison to the other major sediment transport processes?
The following section considers these questions for different types of
turbidity current, for which there are variable amounts of monitoring
data.
7.3.1. Turbidity currents in lakes and reservoirs
Dilute (b0.001 vol.%) and slow moving (b0.5 m/s) turbidity currents
that are generated by river flood discharges into lakes and reservoirs
have been relatively well documented (Table 2) due to their more acces-
sible location, because they tend not to damage instruments ormoorings,
and because these dilute sediment concentrations favour concentration
measurements. This information sometimes includes vertical velocity
structure (and its change through time), turbulence structure, flow
thickness, sedimentation rates and deposit character. More attempts are
needed, using instrumentation developed for marine flows, for more
powerful flows in well defined channels, building on the single previous
study of such flows by Lambert and Giovanoli (1988).
7.3.2. Submarine turbidity currents
Submarine turbidity currents have beenmore sparselymonitored
than flows in lakes and reservoirs. It is apparent from this data
compilation that the timing of flows, and hence the most likely
causes of flow initiation, are easier to document than their internal
characteristics.
For instance, arguably the most important information for
characterising a turbidity current is the vertical profile of sediment
concentration and grain size. This is because sediment concentration
and grain size (especially the cohesive finer-mud component) strongly
influence flow density, flow rheology, particular support processes
and mixing or entrainment rates. Sediment concentrations have been
measured in just four locations in canyons or delta fronts based on
light transmission or ADCP backscatter data, with the calibrated for
the scattering effects of grain size (Xu et al., 2004; Xu, 2010, 2011;
Hughes Clarke et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; also see Cooper et al., 2013,
but who do not present their ADCP backscatter data). Uncertainties in
this calibration may be significant, as multiple frequencies were not
available to help constrain the affects of variable grain size on backscat-
ter signals (see Section 7.4.3). The data come from single locations along
the flow path, so that spatial evolution of concentration cannot be
assessed. The techniques used are unable to penetrate into higher con-
centration (≫5 vol.%) layers near the bed, so the presence and charac-
ter of such layers is very poorly known. The sediment concentration of
flows that runs out beyond the continental slope has never been mea-
sured directly.
7.3.2.1. Long run-out oceanic turbidity currents that reach submarine fans.
Fast moving flows that run-out beyond the termination of submarine
canyons are especially difficult to monitor, as they are both infrequent
and are sufficiently powerful to destroy equipment placed directly in
their path. These flows have been monitored directly in just five loca-
tions offshore from the Grand Banks, Nice Algerian Margin, SE Taiwan,
and Zaire. The only parameters measured in this type of flow are the
average frontal flow speed and associated sea floor gradients, togetherwith estimates of flow thickness and flow width from sea floor map-
ping. Their internal character is very poorly constrained, and their
sediment concentration has never beenmeasured directly. Sedimentary
deposits and erosional structures created by these events provide
further important information on flow evolution, although we still
await a comprehensive set of cores for any of these long run-out events.
The frequent occurrence of long run-out flows in the Gaoping Canyon
offshore SE Taiwan may provide the best opportunity for future more
detailed monitoring studies.
7.3.2.2. Shorter run-out canyon-filling events — mainly associated with
large wave heights. More types of information are available for annual
or sub-annual events that infill submarine canyons, and charge the
canyon with sediment, which includes vertical velocity profiles that
also constrain flow thicknesses and duration (Xu et al., 2004; Xu,
2011), detailed studies of the episodic motion of objects placed on the
canyon floor (Paull et al., 2010a), bathymetric surveys showing the char-
acter and motion of bedforms or occurrence of canyon head slides
(Marshall, 1978; Smith et al., 2005, 2007; Xu et al., 2008; Paull et al.,
2010a, 2011, 2012), ROV or direct observations by divers of themechan-
ical properties of loaded canyon floor sediment (Dill, 1964; Shepard and
Dill, 1966; Paull et al., 2012).
In addition to continuedmonitoring of sediment transport processes
in sand-filled canyons, further monitoring is needed to document how
muddy sediment is moved into deeperwater through offshore canyons,
extending the work of Mullenbach et al. (2004) and Puig et al. (2004)
in Eel Canyon. The less frequent andmore powerfulflows thatflush sed-
iment from these various types of canyons are yet to be monitored in
action. Their infrequency, unpredictable occurrence, and powerful char-
acter ensure that they will continue to be difficult to monitor in the
future, but observatories of the type deployed off Japan and British
Columbia may offer the best opportunity for monitoring. Mapping of
deposits may continue to provide much of the information available
for canyon flushing events.
7.3.2.3. Flows associated with river systems. Significant advances have
been made in the monitoring of river fed system (cf. Inman et al.,
1976), especially those associated with Canadian fjord-head deltas
(Prior et al., 1987; Zeng et al., 1991; Bornhold et al., 1994; Ren et al.,
1996; Hill, 2012; Hughes Clarke et al., 2009, 2012, in press). This work
is providing a clearer picture of how flows are triggered on delta fronts,
and the relative importance of delta-front failure and direct plunging of
hyperpycnal river flood water (cf. Forel, 1885). The relatively low costs
of working in compact shallow water fjord-head systems makes them
attractive for monitoring studies, where delta-front flows can also gen-
erate upslope migrating crescentic bedforms, and in some locations are
powerful enough to produce extensive submarine channels. Future
challenges include imaging of dense near bed layers, and understanding
how the character and frequencies of events changes are one moves
away from the delta front. There is a still a need for more detailed stud-
ies that monitor flow character in larger river fed systems such as in the
Var and Gaoping Canyons.
7.3.3. Comparison to other major sediment transport processes on Earth
The amount of direct monitoring information available for turbidity
currents often contrasts strongly with that available for other major
sediment transport processes, especially rivers. The suspended sediment
concentration and velocity profiles of rivers are routinely measured at
gauging stations across major river networks. Test sites have been
established with notable success for other types of mass flow such as
terrestrial debris flows and snow avalanches (Iverson et al., 2007;
Sovilla et al., 2008; Iverson et al., 2010). Glacier and ice sheet flow has
been widely monitored (e.g. Iverson et al., 2007) and depositional pro-
cesses are relatively well constrained. Even pyroclastic flows, lahars
and surges associated with volcanic eruptions have all been captured
by video cameras; whilst there are no photographic images of turbidity
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eruptions are perhaps the only other process that is yet to be photo-
graphed, which can transport such large amounts of sediment
(N100 km3) for such long distances (N100 km).
7.4. Future strategies for monitoring turbidity currents
We conclude by considering future approaches to monitoring
turbidity currents.
7.4.1. Flow timing and triggers
This contribution illustrates that it is often easier to determine the
timing of submarine flows, and therefore how they are triggered, than
tomeasure their internal characteristics such as sediment concentration
or flow state. Considerable advances have been made in recent years
towards understanding the varied way in which flows can be triggered,
and their frequency. This includes work in Monterey Canyon (Figs. 7
and 9; Paull et al., 2010a,b; Xu, 2011), Bute Inlet (Fig. 12; Prior et al.,
1987), and the Squamish and Fraser River deltas (Figs. 14 and 16; Hill,
2012; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012, in press). In contrast, there are still
no direct measurements of sediment concentration from flows that
reach the submarine fans. Documenting the timing and triggers of
flows may continue to be a more tractable objective for future monitor-
ing studies.
The timing of flows has been documented by transmissometers,
ADCPs, or other sensors deployed on moorings (e.g. Prior et al., 1987;
Hughes Clarke et al., in press; Figs 13 and 16). Designing moorings
that can withstand fast moving flows is more difficult, and almost all
previous data comes from instruments or cables that have been broken
by the flow (Table 1). The most effective strategy may be to design in-
struments that simply releasing a component that rises to the sea sur-
face and transmit information on event timing. This type of instrument
has already been designed and deployed successfully by the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) in Monterey Canyon (Bird
et al., 2007). These instruments are relatively inexpensive (b£4000)
and can be deployed at multiple locations along a flow path. They pro-
vide information on frontal flow speeds, run out distances, frequency
of occurrence and the trigger mechanism, and could be deployed in
widespread locations worldwide. The deployment of concrete blocks
with acoustic beacons provides an additional method for documenting
the timing of flows, through relocation of the beacons (Paull et al.,
2010a), and potentially by monitoring the accelerations and changes
in orientation during the transport events.
Submarine cable breaks are likely to continue to play an important
role in understanding the triggers for submarine flows (e.g. Carter
et al., 2012). It may become possible to deploy scientific sensors within
the repeater nodes for these cables, and monitor the acoustic signature
generated by submarine flows. A preliminary study by MBARI to moni-
tor the sound emitted by submarine flows is underway in Monterey
Canyon. Such approaches would avoid the issue that submarine cable
breaks only record flows that are fast enough to break cables, which
tend to have speeds in excess of ~2 m/s.
Repeated surveys that collect detailed swath bathymetry have proven
to be a very powerful tool for understanding flow frequency and triggers,
and changes in flow path morphology (Paull et al., 2010a; Hill, 2012;
Hughes Clarke et al., 2012, in press). This type of work uses existing tech-
nology, and should be broadened to a wider range of locations.
Previousmonitoring has shown how the timing of flows can provide
powerful insights into how flows are triggered. For instance, flows that
occur after floods have ceased and are generated by delta slope failure
rather than plunging of hyperpycnal flood water (Figs. 12 and 14;
Prior et al., 1987; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012). Further work is needed
to explore this relationship, and understand the causes of such delayed
slope failure, noting that delta-lip failures can also coincide with indi-
vidual flood peaks (Hughes Clarke et al., 2012, in press). Not all large
earthquakes appear to generate extensive failure of the sea floor(Sumner et al., 2013). A better understanding is therefore needed of
the types of earthquake that trigger long run out submarine flows,
using locations (e.g. Taiwan) where detailed information is available
on earthquake location and character. Suchworkwill help to determine
the degree to which submarine flow deposits provide a long term re-
cord of past earthquakes (Goldfinger et al., 2007; Atwater and Griggs,
2012; Sumner et al., 2013).
7.4.2. Ignition or dissipation
A key question that may be tractable is whether submarine flows
erode and accelerate (ignite), or deposit and decelerate (dissipate;
Parker, 1982). A series of event detectors placed along the flow path
would be needed to record spatial changes in flow velocity. The affects
of changes in seafloor gradient andflowwidthwould need to be isolated,
in order to determine whether changes in flow speed resulted from
variations in the sediment load carried by the flow.
7.4.3. Flow character
Previouswork suggests that documenting the internal state and com-
position of submarine flows is evenmore challenging than documenting
their timing and triggers. Recent advances have beenmade inmeasuring
velocity profiles using upward or downward pointing ADCPs on tripods
or moorings (Xu et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2010; Xu, 2010, 2011; Cooper et
al., 2013). However, these measurements are restricted to slower mov-
ing flows, and flows with sufficiently low sediment concentrations
(≪5 vol.%) to allow penetration by ADCPs (Hurther et al., 2011).
Sediment concentration is perhaps themost fundamental parameter
for understanding the character of submarine flows as it influences
flow state (e.g. intensity of turbulence), rheology, sediment support
mechanism(s), and processes of sediment deposition or re-entrainment.
However, the almost complete absence of sediment concentration mea-
surements substantially hampers our understanding of what submarine
flows are.
Recent work has shown how acoustic backscatter signals from
ADCPs or swath multibeam data can document relative changes in sed-
iment concentration (Kostaschuk et al., 2005; Xu, 2010; Hughes Clarke
et al., 2012). However, obtaining absolute measurements of sediment
concentration ismore difficult, as thebackscatter intensity is also depen-
dent on the grain sizes within the flow. Recent work hasmade advances
in calibrating backscatter data for variable grain sizes, using information
from multiple source frequencies (Hurther et al., 2011; Guerrero et al.,
2012). The use of ADCP backscatter data has the major advantage that
information is collected simultaneously on sediment concentration
and velocity profiles, and this is a promising avenue for future research.
However, previous work has used ADCPs that can only penetrate rela-
tively dilute (≪5 vol.%) sediment flows (Hurther et al., 2011). They
are unable to determine thepresence or absence of higher concentration
near-bed layers. Flow deposits that contain planar laminated ormassive
sand intervals (Bouma TA and TB intervals) suggest that dense near
bed layers may be common (Talling et al., 2012a), and understanding
their character is an important research goal. There is a need to develop
techniques that see through overlying dilute sediment clouds to image
denser near bed layers, perhaps using acoustic profiles with low fre-
quencies than existing ADCPs.
Other approaches for monitoring the character of dense near-bed
layers include implanting devices in the seafloor that record the acceler-
ation and orientation during flow event may reveal how clasts are car-
ried by the dense flow. This type of sensor is being developed byMBARI.
As suggested by Xu (2011), tracking of particles within a flow as they
pass stationary receivers could also provide key information on how
sediment is being transported.
7.4.4. Complex spatial evolution of flow character
Mapping of individual submarine flow deposits (Amy and Talling,
2004; Talling et al., 2007a,b, 2012a; Sumner et al., 2012) and laboratory
experiments (Sumner et al., 2009) emphasises that the internal of
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flow can comprise several different types of flow (e.g. debris flow and
turbidity current), with transformation from dilute-to-dense or dense-
to-dilute flow (Talling et al., 2004, 2012a,b; Haughton et al., 2009). Fu-
ture studies that aim to capture these important down-flow changes
will need to monitor multiple sites along the flow path, using a
source-to-sink approach.
7.4.5. Diversity of flow types and choice of monitoring locations
The choice of monitoring locations is a key issue. There are relatively
few locations flows are likely to occur during the period of a typical
research grant. Some locations are better suited for the repeated deploy-
ment of research vessels, ROVs, AUVs, or other research infrastructure.
In a few locations, cabled observatories may provide opportunities for
high frequency measurements in the future, such as using the VENUS
observatory on the Fraser River delta (Lintern and Hill, 2010). Future
locationswheremonitoring effortsmight be focussed includeMonterey
Canyon, Gaoping Canyon offshore SE Taiwan, Squamish and Fraser
River deltas, or reservoirs along the Yellow River that are fed by
hyperconcentrated sediment suspensions seeWei et al., 2013 for initial
work on dilute flows). However, this review emphasises the diversity of
submarine flows that have variable triggers, sediment composition, run
out distances, and speeds. Such diversity is unsurprising as similar di-
versity is seen in subaerial sediment density flows, which range from
rivers to debris flows to slope failures. The diversity in submarine
flows suggests that monitoring efforts need to address a reasonably
wide range of locations, rather than becoming focussed at just one or
two sites.
7.4.6. Limitation of monitoring data from very dilute flows in lakes and
reservoirs
Many of themost detailedmonitoring data sets come from lakes and
reservoirs, where dilute (b0.01% sediment volume) and slow moving
(b50 cm/s) flows are typically observed. However, the behaviour of
these dilute and rather weak flows may differ significantly from more
powerful flows that reach submarine fans, whichmay often have higher
sediment concentration near bed layers that deposit thick sand layers
(TA and TB intervals; Talling et al., 2012a).
The initially-powerful, long run-out flows that deposit sediment
across submarine fans will continue to be intrinsically difficult to
study, due to their scale and ability to destroy instruments. However,
it is important to understand these flows as they produce thick sedi-
ment accumulations in the rock record, some of which now host impor-
tant hydrocarbon reserves. One future strategy might be tomonitor the
less powerful distal part of long run out events, which have flow speeds
of less than 1 to 2 m/s that instruments can withstand.
7.4.7. The need for coupling of flow monitoring data to studies of the flow
deposit
Analyses of flow deposits can help us to understand the character of
flows, and how they evolve spatially. The most effective approach may
be to combine insights from both the deposit and from flowmonitoring.
There are currently very few studies that combinemonitoring datawith
deposit geometry (e.g. Crookshanks and Gilbert, 2008), and even in the
case of the 1929 Grand Banks event the distal deposit is rather poorly
characterised. Such cores may need to be precisely located (perhaps
using ROV-based corers; Paull et al., 2001, 2005), especially in areas of
more complex sea floor terrain such as submarine canyons or channel
floors. Repeated mapping such as that done in the Monterey Canyon
can also play a key role for understanding intervening flow events
(Paull et al., 2010a, 2011).
A relatively simple objective is to better constrain the deposit geom-
etry of events for which we already have information on flow speeds
from cable breaks, such as the 1929 Grand Banks event or the 2006
event offshore Taiwan, and for which changes in sea floor gradient,
flow depths and flow widths can be documented. This may involvethe development of coring technology (e.g. vibracoring) that is capable
of penetrate relatively thick sand deposits. For example, piston or grav-
ity coring has thus far been unable to penetrate large areas of the 1929
Grand Banks deposit in the SohmAbyssal Plain. A ROV-based vibracorer
has been built and tested by MBARI that allows precise coring and
penetration of sandy areas of the sea floor, and a similar system is
about to be tested on the UK ROV ISIS. This ROV-vibracoring technology
will become more widely available for science worldwide.
8. Conclusions
Submarine sediment density flows are one of the volumetrically
most important processes for transporting sediment across our planet,
yet they are also one of the most sparsely monitored. It is apparent
that documenting the timing and triggers of sediment density flows is
less problematic than determining their internal composition and flow
state, although weak and frequent flows remain the easiest to monitor.
Considerable advances have beenmade in understanding howflows are
triggered (e.g. Figs. 12 and 14). However, the sediment concentration of
submarine flows that run out beyond the continental slope has still
never beenmeasured, in any location. This paucity of monitoring infor-
mation contrasts with that available for most other major sediment
transport processes, and ensures that models for submarine flows
remain poorly tested.
This synthesis of directmonitoring data illustrates the diverse nature
of submarine sediment density flows, which can be subdivided into a
series of different types (Fig. 19). The limited amount of direct monitor-
ing data means that generalisations must still be treated with caution
and itmay be that not all important types offlows have beenmonitored.
Submarine slope failures can generate fast moving (up to 20 m/s) sedi-
ment flows that run out for hundreds of kilometres into the deep ocean.
Both very large (N100 km3) and relatively small (0.008 km3) volume
failures in canyon heads can generate flows that travel at several m/s
(Fig. 19a). Slope failure may be triggered by major earthquakes or by
rapid sediment deposition. Shorter run-out (b50 km) flows can occur
many times each year in submarine canyons fed by sand from the
shelf (Fig. 19b). These canyon-confined events are typically associated
with periods of largewaves. They generate extensive trains of crescentic
bedforms that migrate upslope. The origin of these bedforms is conten-
tious, but they most likely form through retrogressive breaching of a
dense, liquefied, near-bed sediment layer that generates cyclic hydrau-
lic jumps (Paull et al., 2010a). Expanded dilute flows that are supercrit-
ical and fully turbulent also occur within these canyons (Xu et al., 2004;
Xu, 2011). The canyons are flushed by much more infrequent flows of
unknown character that deposit sediment across submarine fans.
Powerful long run-out flows can also occur in systems fed by river
floods, but the only available field dataset from offshore SE Taiwan
shows that the long run-out flow was not associated with plunging
hyperpycnal flood waters, but rather occurred several days after flood
discharges finished, and most likely resulted from failure of rapidly
deposited sediment in the canyon head (Carter et al., 2012). Monitoring
of submarine deltas shows that intermediate run-out submarine flows
are not necessarily associated with individual flood discharge peaks,
although the submarine flows tend to occur during the flood season
(Prior et al., 1987; Hill, 2012; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012). Tens of
submarine flow events can occur each year on these delta fronts, and
they also generate trains of crescentic shaped bedforms that migrate
upslope.
Discharge of hyperpycnal river floodwater in the ocean can generate
submarine sediment density flows, which are often sustained for up to
several days (Liu et al., 2006, 2012). These submarineflows are relatively
dilute, and available data suggest they can transport fine sand, but that
most deposit thin layers of muddy sediment (Liu et al., 2012). Sediment
density flows in lakes and reservoirs generated by river floods have
been monitored in much greater detail. They are typically very dilute
(b0.01 vol.% sediment) and travel at up to 50 cm/s, and are prone to
284 P.J. Talling et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 125 (2013) 244–287generating interflows within the density stratified water mass. They
typically deposit thin and fine grained muddy laminae (Crookshanks
and Gilbert, 2008).
A key objective for future work is to develop measurement tech-
niques for seeing through overlying dilute clouds of sediment, to deter-
minewhether dense near-bed layers are present. Future studies need to
sample the deposits frommonitored flows, and recent work has shown
how repeated bathymetric surveys are powerful tool for understand
submarine flows. Finally, a source-to-sink approach is needed to docu-
ment the evolving character of submarine flows along their flow path.
We hope that this contribution will encourage innovative future
strategies for studying these fascinating (and sometimes frustrating)
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